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A-day through the years:An evolving tradition
USU tradition began as spring clean-up, service project,
became 'Ayathon' and is now a week-Jong celebration
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

Imagine an A-day where books are traded
in for rakes and shovels.
Listening to bands and buying Navajo fry
bread on the Quad would be swapped for a
lunch served by the sororities and relay races
at the stadium.
• Su RllATID STORIES,Page4

That's how A-day originated . The first
record found by Patty Halaufia, at the
Student Alumni Association. was in the 1917
Buzzer, the USU yearbook up until 1971
when the university became too big to
include everybody.
A-day was a day of spring clean-up.
Classes were cancelled and students and faculty members would arm themselves with
rakes and shovels for a campus makeover.
A picture in the 1947 Buzzer shows people
laying the sidewalk on the north end of the
Quad. It also shows women waving cleaning
cloths at the camera as they wash the windows of the Fieldhouse.
The day didn't just center on cleaning, but
involved building projects such as pouring
concrete for new sidewalks.
The projects went on all day, with a lunch
served by the Spurs. a group for women.
At the end of the day. activities were held
such as relay races. Fraternities competed
against each other, as did the sororities with
the help of members of the track team.
There was often a dance. such a the sport
dance at the Armory in 1947.
Halaufia said she remembers looking at
the 1945 yearbook where A-day service was
oriented toward the war.

Projects were often held in Brigham City and
included making bandages for the wounded
soldiers.
In the 1950s, A-day evolved into Agathon.
This was a student day with a lot more activities and a party-type atmosphere rather than
a spring cleaning focus.
Into the '60s and 70s, A-day, or Agathon
was gone, Halaufia said.
"A lot of traditions were put on the wayside in the '60s and 70s," Halaufia said.
A-day was brought back again in the '80s
by the Student Alumni Association, who is
still in charge of it.
A-day is now four days of service and one
day of activities. This year's service includes a
Deseret Industries drive with a drop-off in
front of the Fieldhouse and a fundraiser for a
needy family in the community.

USU students load1111
branchesfrom trees they
pruned as part of 'A' Day in 1937.

Aggies to attempt
to reclaim world
smooching record
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

The Aggie 'A' is unveiled in 1917 in front of a small gnthmng of sl!ldents and faculty. Since its unveiling

"The 'A' ... where a kiss is
more than just a kiss ... here it
is a rite of passage:
These words engraved on
the plaque near Utah State
University's concrete "A"explain
some of the meaning behind
the True Aggie tradition.
On a full-moon night. one
may stand on top of the "A"
and kiss someone who is a
True Aggie in order to attain
the same status.
On A-Day and Homecoming
nights, couples may kiss and
become True Aggies without
either one being True. said
Patty Halaufia, the director of
major events for Alumni
Relations.
A-Day is sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association
(SAA),which also distributes
Lunch on the Quad r1:..vards
hardworkersaftera serviceprojectdurmg
True Aggie cards and maintains 'A · Day in 1947.Thosewlw tried to hidefrom the projectwere 'hoseddown.'
the "A."
For some people it's a long 10 seconds,
This year for A-Day. everything revolves
Halaufia said.
around the number 2,000. said Doug Horton.
Keeping traditions alive is part of what the
the A-Day Chair.
As part of this year's A-Day activities, USU is SAA does . Halaufia said.
She said the "A"was built by members of the
going to attempt to set a Guinness record for
Be-No club, and given to the University on
the most people kissing at one time in one
spot for 10 seconds . Two years ago. USU set the April 19. 1916.The club got its name because
their Salt Lake City high school principal told
record, but a college in Canada beat it,
the boys there would be no dubs at the school.
Halaufia said.
The goal is to get 2,000 couples kissing to go Being smart aleck boys, they named their club
Be-Nos. When they came to USU. they kept
along with the millennium, Halaufia said.
the club together. later renaming themselves
The SAA will hand out numbered stickers,
the Intercollegiate Knights.
video tape the midnight kiss and a clock will
The Be-Nos started the kissing tradition. but
count down the required 10 seconds of kissing.

Ifie'A ' '1asbeensub;ecl to thousandsof coui1b participating in the True Aggie traditionof kissing while
st~ndin$011 top of the 'A,' or while touchingsomeone who is, on a fu/l·mnon night, A -dny or Homecoming
mght. fame of the t:uenthas spread, especiallysince the university broke a Guinessrecord.

Women peer out of the Fieldhousewindows while scrubbingthem_dow n during 'A' Day in 1947. Everyone
was expectedto do his or lierpart, accordingto USU's yearbook,which was product'd until 1971.

it wasn't a big deal until SAA began promoting
it. Halaufia said. Now most everyone on campus knows what it means to be a True Aggie.
Over the years the 'A' has been moved
around a lot. It has been by the Widtsoe building, Merrill Library, Old Main Hill, and now it
is between Old Main and the Quad, Halaufia
said .
When SAA first started maintaining the "A,"
which is painted once a year, Halaufia said, it
was stripped down, and they found orange, red
and purple paint, probably from rival schools
painting the USU school symbol.
Halaufia said most people don't take kissing

on A-Day very seriously.
"It's fun because it's so Utah State. So many
schools know about it ...." Halaufia said. "Kids
come up for A-Day (from other schools
because) they want to see it to believe it:
To raise mon ey for a family in Cache Valley,
adm ission will be charged for the Tru e Aggie
Dance, Horton said. It WIiibe $2 with USU ID
and $5 without. The dance will go from 9 to
11:30 p.m. on the Taggart Student Cen ter
patio. Then everyone will move over to the "A"
for the midnight kiss. F9llowing that. The Sixth
Sense will be shown at the amphitheater on
Old Main Hill.

Local Burger King robbed by armed males, female employee treated for cuts and bruises
LfAH L. CULLER
Assitant News Editor

An undetermined amount of
money was stolen from the Burger
King restaurant at 1275 N. Main St. in
Logan in an armed robbery early
Monday morning.
A 46-year-old female employee of
the Burger King was unlocking the
restaurant to go in at approximately 5
a.m. Monday when she was accosted
by a man with "bright green eyes"
wearing a gray ski mask, according to a
news release from the Logan City

Police Departmenl
The man. armed with a hand gun,
entered the restaurant with the
employee. Once inside, he doused her
with an unknown fluid and said he
would light her on fire if she did not
obey his commands . The suspect
pushed the victim to the rear of the
business where a second suspect, a
man with shoulder-length black hair,
was let into the restaurant
The woman was then ordered to
open the safe. located in the restaurant's office. She was hit in the face for
not complying with the orders, accord-

ing to the release.
The victim then opened the safe
and was tied up by the two men .
The two suspects then left the
restaurant with an unknown amount
of money.
The victim was taken to Logan
Regional Hospital to be treated. but
appeared to have suffered only minor
bruises and abrasions .
According to the employee·s
description. the suspect with the green
eyes is a white male, approximately 6
feet tall. He is of medium build and
was wearing a dark nylon jacket, cot-

ton-type jogging pants. a gray ski mask
and black tennis shoes.
The second suspect is a Hispanic
male approximately 5-foot-10 inches
tall. He has a heavy build and shoulder-length black hair. He has some
type of facial hair which was covered
by a nylon stocking he wore over his
face. He was also wearing a he avy,
dark-colored "military type" jacket and
dark jeans.
No specific vehicle has been attributed to the suspects, but a white vehicle was seen around the time of the
robbery in a parking lot across Main

Street from the Burger King. Also. a
blue vehicle was seen in th e Burger
King parking lot around the same
time.
Investigators are interested in talking to anyone driving by Burger King
Monday between 4 :30 and 5:45 a.m.
who may have seen anythin g that
would help with the investigation.
Contact the Logan City Police
Department investigation division at
750-9914 or 750-9905 with information about the incident or call Crime
Call at 750-7199 to remain anonymous.
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protest aftermath

WASHINGTON {AP)- District of
Columbia officials are heartened that
bands of protesters were prevented from
sabotaging world finance meetings but a
debate about police tactics erupted in
the wake of nasty street confrontations
that led to more than 1,300 arrests.
"Nobody wanted to see another
Seattle," said Chief Charles H. Ramsey
of the D.C. Metropolitan Police
Department, particularly the nation's
capital - tourist haven, host to diplomats, presidents, kings and queens, the
nation's showcase.
The department's commanders had a
nightmare scenario in mind - protesters like those in Seattle last fall. rampaging and destroying property, police
reacting and perhaps overreacting with
tear gas - when they drafted a plan to
prevent criminal activity without muzzling social activism.
"They really probe to see where your
A protester tries to keep the peace a1,other throw bottlesat D.C. police 1,tandingguard near
the World Bank i11Washi11gto11,
D.C.
weak points are," said Ramsey. He said
demonstrators were organized and often
Despite their intelligence information
communicated with two-way radios and
and technology, critics contend police
cellular telephones . During three diffidid not always differentiate between
cult days, Saturday through Monday,
peaceful protesters and those considthey won his grudging admiration.
Prior to the protests targeting World
ered capable of violence and they
accuse Ramsey of trying to discredit
Bank and International Monetary Fund
their movement by distorting their
meetings, more than 1,500 police went
through crowd control training. The city image.
"He's said things about
bought body armor to prothe protesters that were
tect its officers from the
rocks. bottles and sticks that
'Nobodywanted to see inaccurate," including allegations that members of
injured Seattle police when
anot1zerSeattle.'
Mobilization for Global
demonstrators disrupted a
Justice manufactured
World Trade Organization
meeting.
• CHARLES
H. ltwsEY• Molotov cocktails and
Ramsey kept a high proD,C.POLICEoucr
homemade pepper spray,
said Adam Eidinger, a
file throughout, wading into
protest organizer .
crowds of protesters to
engage them in debate and even, on
Unger·mg resentment by demonstraoccasion, to laugh with them. At one
tors in the aftermath of the protest
point, the chief's deputy, Terry Gainer.
One protester brought traffic to a halt
marches surfaced Tuesday in a clash at
Monday as part of /he prote1,/against the World
gave a bouquet of flowers to a cluster of the District of Columbia Superior
protesters. The demonstrations ended
Court. where a small number of protest- Bank and related meetings.
with a negotiated mass arrest that
ers went to complain about how U.S.
Coalition members have threatened
injured no one.
marshals treated their fellow demonto file lawsuits and civil rights comAt times. 90 city blocks were closed
strators when they were arrested .
plaints accusing the police of brutality
offrdnd steel barriers set up to block
One young man rushed the courtand alleging that that their constitutionm\'iWs"wtthm
the !ied.trity zone. Cameras
house door . He was tackled and pepperal rights were violated.
on roofs enabled police to watch prosprayed and sevexal others were c1lso
Laura Ennis, who came from
testers and ·move officers to places
pepper-sprayed. When order was
Massachusetts to participate in the
where they could respond to protesters
restored, the protesters held a news con~mp_taP.B.arrsL~P~~~e~1-l
_ __ _ _ _
quickly.
ference .

World
GLANCE
> Philippine
plane
crashes
with120aboard
MANILA,Philippines {AP) - An Air Philipp ines jetliner
carrying 120 passengers crashed Wednesday in the southern Philippines, officials said.
The Boeing 727-200 , which began its flight in Manila ,
circled the city of Davao. 625 miles southeast of Manila ,
before crashing on nearby Sama! Island, said Defense
Secretary Orlando Mercado said .
There was no immediate confirmation of any casualties
or what caused the plane to go down .
However, the pilot of a small plane which flew over the
crash site told authorities that the craft appeared to be
totally destroyed.
"We have an initial report that one Air Philippines
flight circled around Davao first and then crashed, "
Mercado said. We are getting final confirma tion of the
other details."
The airline said that the plane was carrying 120 passengers. It did not say how many crew were aboard.
The plane was given its normal maintenance check
before taking off and it checked out OK, the airline said .
Weather conditions at the time of the crash were good,
the government weather bureau said.
It appeared to be the most serious crash in the
Philippines since a twin-engine plane slammed into the
hills in the northern part of the coun try on Dec. 7, killing
all 17 people aboard.
In 1998, a Cebu Pacific DC-9 jet crashed near the top
of a fog-shrouded mountain in the southern Philippines.
killing all 104 people aboard in the country 's worst air
disaster.

> Helicopter
crashinjures
sixGermans
TUSAYAN,Arizona {AP)- A sightseeing helicopter has
crashed jus t south of Grand Canyon National Park. injuring seven people .
Authorities say there are no fatalities .
The victims included the pilot and six German tour ists.
Coconino County sheriff's spokesman Tom Forman
says the helicopter apparently lost power while taking off
from Grand Canyon Airport. He did not know how far
the helicopter was off the ground when it crashed .
The helicopter belongs to Kenai Helicopters, an airtour company based at the airport.
Sheriffs Sergeant Randy Servis says three of the
injured were taken to Grand Canyon Clinic, presumably
with minor injuries . The other four, including the pilot ,
were transported to Flagstaff Medical Center . ,
Conditions were not immediately available.
Grand Canyon Airport is located in Tusayan (TU'-sayahn). That's a community just outside the south entran~e
to Grand Canyon National Park.

> Actor's
unionplansadvertising
strike

Vermont
Senate
givespreliminary
approval
to civilunions
forgays

,r1du1tiQn

MONTPELIER,Vt. {AP) - A
bill that would create the closest thing in America to gay
marriage won preliminary
approval in the state Senate
on Tuesday after a debate
watched by people wearing
either white ribbons or pink
stickers to show where they
stood.
The 19-11 vote came after
the Senate defeated two proposed constitutional amendments designed to outlaw
same -sex marriage .
The bill will be up for final
approval in the Senate on
Wednesday. A similar measure
has already passed the House,
but that chamber will have to
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consider changes made by the
Senate. Democratic Gov.
Howard Dean has said he will
sign the bill.
The measure would enable
gay couples to form "civil
unions" that would entitle
them to all 300 or so rights
and benefits available under
state law to married couples.
No other state has gone as far
as Vermont to give gay couples something approximating
marriage.
However. Vermont's gay
couples would still not be enti tled to the federal benefits
available to married couples

JumptoYERMQNT.
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TOIMY'SBESTBET

NEW YORK (AP)- The East Coast units of two actors
unions authorized a May 1 strike against produ cers of
television and radio commercials and awaited word on
whether West Coast counterparts will do the same .
East Coast board members of the Screen Actors Gui ld
and the American Federation of Television and Radio
Actors voted unanimously Sunday to reject a final offer
from the American Association of Advertising Agencies
and the Association of National Advertisers .
The units authorized their leadership to call a strike
May 1, but the vote isn't final until the unions · West
Coast units cast ballots. expected Tuesday nigh t. The
unions· combined membership of about 135,000 had
voted in March authorizing the unions to call ? strike .

> Exotic
dancer
punished
forpracticing
LAFAYETTE.Ind . (AP)- Neighbors of an exotic dancer
don't appreciate the free show they 've been getting .
Still, county officials say it 's up to police and prosecu tors to decide whether to stop her from pra cticing her
routines in her front yard.
Kim Mattes· "performances" have threatened public
safety because motorists often drive irrespons ibly while
gawking at the dancer, neighbor Sherri DesEnfan ts said .
"When something gets done about this, I guess , is
when there's an accident and somebody gets killed ,"
DesEnfants said.
The practices have gone on for two years. but got out
of hand recently when Mattes incorporated a 10-foot flagpole into her routine , said neighbor Mitch Robbins.
Neighbors have complained to Tippecanoe County officials, who say they can't do a thing about it.
"It's in the jurisdiction of the law enfor cement ," commission president Ruth Shedd told the {Lafayette) Journal
and Courier.
The sheriff's department says it has forwarded the
complaints , and turned over video tape of Mattes' pra ctices
to the prosecutor.

Bike Sale
77 North Main,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934

Sneak Preview Screening!
Wednesday, April 19th *TSC Auditorium
Tickets now available for
MIDNIGHT SHOWING ONLY
**Free at TSC info desk!!!
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University to analyze day care through survey
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

Parents who use or are in need
of child care are being asked by
Utah State University's Child Care
Resource and Referral to fill out a
survey that will be used to assess
the needs and types of child care
provided at USU.
The survey can be accessed at
www.usuchild.usu.edu. The survey
is available through April 30.
"Since that first weekend in
April. its gone to a trickle." said
Connie Shultz, co-director for
Child Care Resource and Referral.
She said she is hoping people
will take the time to express their
opinion so they can get some
decent data.
The data will be used for future
planning for child care. Shultz said.
The needs vary heavily from family to family, she said.
One example, Shultz said, is a
family in Hyrum with three children ages 6, 3 and 1. The parents
work swing shifts and look at several factors when choosing a child
care facility.
The facility must have three
openings, one must accommodate
an infant because the 1-year-old
still falls into the infant category,
and it needs to be available for the
6-year-old to get to after school.
The facility must also be open to
accommodate the swing shift
schedule. Cost is also a factor that
must be considered. she said.
·cost is a huge problem," Shultz
said. On average. a parent will
spend $400 per child per month,
Shultz said.
Child Care Resource and
Referral works as a sort of search
engine for parents. All of these
specifications are entered into a
computer and facilities that match
Employees at the Children's House, locatednorth of the S11ectrum,carefor Utah State University students' children.
are brought up.
three hours on Thursday aftercampus is the Children's House 2
1. although Children's House
Shultz said their rate of placenoons.
Most
facilities
favor
fulllocated
behind
the
Spectrum
at
director
Linda Gilgen said they are
ment has been about 55 to 75 pertime children because it is more
826 E. 900 North. This is an
still registering for Summer and
cent in the last six months.
equitable for them .
accredited facility available to stuFall semesters.
Shultz said the survey will help
·we need to look at all the
dent parents as well as faculty and
"Whatever decisions are made,"
them see what students· needs are
she said, ·1 hope the institution
in terms of child care. For example. kinds of services that people need." staff parents.
Shultz said.
Currently Children·s House 1,
will really take into consideration
they are looking into opening a
, ,Th~.,surv~y withelp determine
923 N. 900 East, is closed for renothe importance of child care."
drop-in sendce. which doesn't
.
w!Jetp!=Jr
\a drop-i servi'ce is even
vat10ns ~o acc~mmodate toddlers.
Janet O~borne director of the
require regular full-time care.) ,. 1
needed at all.
lne planned site for the new USU Women, Center /Reentry Student
· This type of facility caters to
Riglitnow the, nly facility'ott
rieating fablity 1~Children's I louse
Center, said.
minimal child care needs such .~s J

•

$32 million conservation initiative largest attempted 1n Utah
SALT LAKECITY (AP) - The
Nature Conservancy has launched a
$32 million effort aimed at preserving
Utah wetlands. farmlands, riparian
systems and wildlife habitats.
Organizers said the Lastings
Landscapes campaign, announced
Tuesday, is the largest public-private
conservation initiative ever attempted
in Utah .
Former Sen. Jake Garn. vice chairman of the Huntsman Corp., said the
conservancy strategy targets voluntary
conservation and cooperation in Utah

communities
"Lasting Landscapes is an ambitious program with a big price tag.
But with rising land costs. this is an
investment we must make," Garn
said.
The campaign will target six highpriority areas: the Great Salt Lake. the
Provo River and Utah Lake area. Utah
High Plateaus, the Colorado River
Corridor. the Dugout-Canyonlands
area and the Virgin River Basin.
Special emphasis was placed on the
Great Salt Lake. Nearly S17 million in

public and private funds will go to
protect wetlands. upland and salinity
resources for the lake.
"If we are to protect this ecological
treasure, we're going to have to bring
all the communities around the lake
together," said John Milliken. co-chairman of the conservancy's Utah chapter board.
The Nature Conservancy also
announced an $8 million commitment from the George S. and Delores
Dor Eccles foundation. The commitment is the largest private donation

to conservation in Utah history and
one of the largest the Nature
Conservancy has received nationally.
The group initially plans to create
a "conservation blueprint" to inventory Utah's ecoregions. Next, it will try
to preserve intact landscapes of at
least 50,000 acres.
"The idea is to bring people back
to the land and back to natural surroundings," said Dave Livermore. state
director of the Nature Conservancy of
Utah. "We'd like to re-educate folks
about what's here:·

> Sen.Bennett
speaks
about
media
U.S.Sen. Robert Bennett.
R-Utah, will give a Media &
Society Lecture entitled
"About the Mass Media: All
the things you were afraid
to ask" today at 3 p.m. in
the Eccles Conference
Center Auditorium . The
lecture is sponsored by the
Journalism and
Communication department.

> Ballroom
Dance
teamto perform
The Utah State
University Ballroom Dance
Company will present its
annual spring concert
Friday and Saturday in the
Ellen EcclesTheater. Show
times are at 7:30 p.m. both
nights with a 1:30 matinee
on Saturday.
Ticket prices are $6 for
the general public and $4
with a USU student ID.
Tickets may be purchased
at the Ecclesbox office or
by calling 752-0026.
Special guest performers
willbe the ballroom dance
teams from Sky View and
Bonneville High Schools.
For information, contact
Ryan Randall at 753-9592
or Ann Geary at 753-0157.

> Bookstore
to
havesidewalk
sale
The USU Bookstore will
be holding its Annual
Sidewalk Sale today
through Friday.
USU apparel, office supplies, books and other
merchandise will be
marked down between 25
and 75 percent.
The sale will be held on
the patio outside of the
bookstore. In case of bad
weather, the sale will take
place inside the bookstore.

> LastLecturer
speaks
about
future
The Last Lecture, with
USU biology professor
Anne Anderson. will be
held Thursday as part of
Student Showcase 2CXXl.
The showcase will also
include music. posters and
paper presentations from
various USU students.
Anderson's lecture, to be
held at 12:30 p.m. in the
TSC Ballroom, is titled
"Research:both crystal ball
gazing and detective work."
The showcase will run from
noon to 5 p.m.

> LDS
church
to
restore
Kirtland

Feesincreased
for
sexually
oriented
business
licenses
OGDEN, Utah (AP)- A
license to run a sexually oriented business in Davis
County will soon cost $200twice the price of any other
license.
The County Commission
unammously approved new
fees Monday for businesses
located in unincorporated
parts of the county. The fee
schedule lists home occupation
licenses at $30, construction
company and off-premise beer
retailers each at $75, and onpremise beer retailers at $100.
Also included is a 28-page
business license ordinance that
planning commission members added to deal with sexually oriented businesses.
Barry Burton. Davis County
assistant director of
Community and Economic
Development. said he wanted
to make sure there was something on the books before a
sexually oriented business
approaches the county. A topless maid service, Black Rose
Enterprises. recently received a
home occupation business
license in West Point.
But Commissioner Gayle
Stevenson said the higher
license fee for sex businesses
might open 'the county up to
criticism.

NewssR1eFs

Officers of the
round table

The newly-electedASUSUExecutiveCouncil learnsthe ropesTuesdayduring an informatii·e

:net:ting.The mt·dings will be at 5:30p.m. Tuesdaysnext year ratherthan 5:48p.m., which
1s,i 1hen the 1999-2000councilelectedto hold its meetings.The councilalsodiscussedsome

budgetissues relei:entto the members'ne-..vpositions.

Soldier who died saving woman, child will be honored
HILL AIR FORCE BASE.Utah (AP)An Army private from Utah who saved
the lives of a woman and infant before
he drowned will be posthumously hon ored.
PFC Benjamin Donaldson was on his
way home from Fort Gordon in Georgia
in December when the driver of the car
in which he was traveling fell asleep,
plunging the vehicle into the Arkansas
River.

Eyewitness accounts indica te
Donaldson helped the driver's wife and
infant son from the car before it was
swept away by the currents and submerged with Donaldson inside.
The 20-year-old graduate of Clearfield
High School was headed home to Ogden
for his Dec. 22 wedding and Christmas
with his family.
"It's important to know his death had
meaning, that others lived because Ben

did not," said Marge Donaldson, his
mother.
On Wednesday. the Army will posthumously present Donaldson's family with
the Soldier's Medal during a ceremony at
Hill's Air Museum Chapel.
Established by Congress in 1926, the
medal is awarded to any member of the
U.S. Armed Forces who distinguishes
himself in service by heroism not involving actual enemy conflict.

KIRTLAND,Ohio (AP)
- As the first members of
the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints journeyed across America in
the 19th century, looking
for a place to settle, this
city just east of Cleveland
was an important stop.
Now the church plans to
expand, restore and renovate its historical sites in
Kirtland. The aim is to
explain Mormonism's early
days to outsiders and give
church members a chance
to see what !ife was like for
their ancestors.
The project, scheduled
for completion in 2003, is
being welcomed by local
officials who expect it to
draw more tourists. An
existing visitors center
brought in 35,CXXl
people
last year.
"Kirtland was and is
part of our church history,"
said Karl Anderson, a project coordinator and state
patriarch of Latter-day
Saint church.
·we were headquartered here longer than anywhere other than Salt Lake
City. Our first five presidents lived here and many
of our members trace their
roots here."
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USU students paint the railing of the race
track at the Willow Park rodeogrounds during an A-day serviceproject. The project
kickedoff the week011 Monday af ternoo11.
Photal
byS>fi',ia
Turner
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Send-off,
lastparty
DOUG SMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

Seniors graduating from
Utah State University have
the chance for one last university-sponsored party before
going on with their post-collegiate lives.
Wednesday, April 26, the
USU Alumni Association will
be holding its traditional
Senior Send-off.
Director of major events
for the Alumni Association
Scott Olson said the Senior
Send-off is an event for graduating seniors and their
guests to say good-bye to the
university.
"It's a last opportunity for
seniors before they graduate
to kind of relax,· he said.
Olson said it's also a
chance for the Alumni
Association to welcome graduating seniors who are about
to become alumni themselves
"It's just kind of a fun party
atmosphere," he said.
This party atmosphere will
include food, games and activities sponsored by each college, music and a performance by comedian Frank
Caliendo.
The Senior Send-off starts
at 7 p.m. April 26 and lasts till
10 p.m., Olson said. He said
tickets are free to graduating
seniors and cost $5 for each
guest. It will take place in the
Taggart Student Center
Ballroom.
Tickets are available at the
Alumni Center. The center
will also have a table set up
on the first floor of the TSC
later this week where students
can get tickets.
More information can be
found by calling the Alumni
Association at 797-2055.
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A celebration 1n service
N ATALIELARSON

Staff Writer

For most Utah State
University students, A-day
and partying go hand-inhand, but that wasn't the
original intent of this Aggie
tradition .
According to Heather
Webster, a A-day committee
member, A-day started out
focusing on service, and the
A-day committee's goal for
this year is to return it to that
focus.
On Monday , over 100 people showed up to help cleanup Willow Park .
"Logan City suggested this
project: said A-day head
chairman Doug Horton.
Also this week, there is a
Deseret Industries (D.l.) drive
where students can donate
used clothes and other arti -

des that will be given to the
D.l. for distribution to those
in need. The clothes can be
dropped off in a trailer outside the Taggart Student
Center next to the
Fieldhouse .
According to a press
release, the main focus of the
service efforts will be directed
towards earning money to
give to Shari Hawkes, a local
woman who is being treated
for a rare form of cancer.
Hawkes is the mother of six
children who used to teach
piano lessons, but now may
have to h ave her right hand
amputated.
She was diagnosed with
cancer in February She was
pregnant at the time. which
made her unable to receive
treatment because of the risk
to her unborn child, according to the release .

Ty Hawkes was born
prematurely. and his
medical bills have
added to the family's
concerns.
Hawkes can now
undergo treatment for
her cancer, but the family is
struggling to fill the bill.
To help her. the A-day
committee has organized a
raffle. They will be selling
Ping-Pong balls in the TSC for
$ l to students.
The prizes for this include
a treadmill donated by ICON,
a Dutch oven and gift certificates to Tony Romas, accord ing to the release .
The committee will be
dorm storming for donations
tonight and proceeds from
Friday 's dance will also be
donated.
According to the release,
collect ion cans have been

placed in the Hub and in the
Alumni House.
Anyone who is interested
in donating is encouraged to
take his/ her money to the
Alumni House, or it can be
given to those who are manning the Ping-Pong booth in
the TSC.
On Monday, dorm storming raised $300.
Melissa Swenson, who is on
the A-day committee said,
"It's been neat to see all the
help so far. We want to thank
all the students who have
donated."
"So far the students have
been very generous," Webster

said.
This is the fourth year the
Ping-Pong raffle has been
held.
According to Horton, last
year between $1,200 and
$1,300 was raised and given
to a needy family.
Organizers hope to give
$2000 to Hawkes.
"It would be a big. big help
for them," Horton said.
The committee has future
plans to create an endowment
fund for USU alumni who are
in need of medical assistance .
"It's a vision we have,"
Horton said . "We're all trying
to take it on."

•

A-day activities and events, taking part 1n the fun
H OLLY HA NSON

Staff Writer

If you missed your chance to
become a True Aggie Tuesday night,
don't worry. You can still become one
before the school year is over.
As ·part of the A-day activities. True
Aggie night is offered twice this week;
but A-day is suppo sed to be more
than becoming a True Aggie, it's all
about service
"A-day started way back when as a
service opportunity on campus and
has escalated to incorporate True
Aggie night , a dance, a party on the
Quad and service projects," Heather
Webster, activities chair at Utah State

University said.
The celebrations of A-day started
Sunday night with the A-day logo
being painted on the street she said .
Monday , students and friends of
USU went to Willow Park to clean up
the area . This was the first service
project of A-day week . Tuesday. a free
senior citizens ball was held at the
Alumni house followed by True Aggie
night.
Today at noon, a service project
will take place on the Taggart Student
Center patio .
·we will paint toys for the Happy
Factory , then send them to kids in
impoverished countries ," Webster said.
Thursday, a SK fun run will take

Earth Day raises planet awarness

said. "This year we·re doing the
calling the ORC at 797-3264.
Across the country, Earth
clean-up and more."
•
Day events will be taking place
According to a press release
•
in virtually every big city - and
from the ORC, the center will
In 1970. the human populain many smaller cities and
tion was just beginning to feel a organize an Earth Day tree towns - before, during and
collective sense of guilt for the
planting event in Logan
after Earth Day, according to
way it had been treating Earth's Canyon.
the Earth Day Network's site.
Volunteers willmeet at the
• environment throughout its
.. history.
ORC, which is located at 1050
The site lists events for
N. 950 East, at 10 a.m. Saturday. many cities, states and nations .
Now the world is preparing
They will then go to the
One of the major events in
to celebrate its 30th -annual
Temple Fork area of the
the United States is
Earth Day, which will take
Washington, D.C:s,EarthFair
canyon, according to the press
• place Saturday.
2000. The event will be hosted
release.
Organizations across the
by actor and environmentalist
At Temple Fork. ORC mem Utah State University campus,
Leonardo DiCaprio and will
bers and volunthroughout the
teers will plant
feature musical acts and speakUnited States and
ers on a stage powered by
willows which
all over the world
are native to the renewable energy.
are gearing up for
In fact, worldwide. the major
area but have
events they hope
been harmed by focus of this year's Earth Day is
will show the world
clean, renewable ener gy and
canyon road
• that, 30 years after
especially the development of
construction.
Earth Day caught
according to the cars that use less fuel and crethe public's atten ate less pollution, according to
release.
tion, people still
"This is an
the site.
have a long way to
The site also offers a contest
excellent oppor go in creating a
tunity to experi- to win one of th ese so-called
clean, healthy envience a hands -on ·green cars," a Toyota Prius.
ronment, according
Earth Day, act locally and celeAccording to the site, th e
to the Earth Day Network's
American version of the Prius
brate this special day with half
• Web site at www.earthday.net.
is 86 percent cleaner than feda billion people worldwide,"
At USU. the Outdoor
eral requirements.
Recreation Center traditionally
according to the press release .
In addition to this cont est,
More information about the
hosts a couple of events each
the site offers educational tools,
tree-planting, including how to
year in support of Earth Day
news item s, links and onlin e
volunteer, as well as informa ·we usually do canyon
shopping for Earth Day a nd
tion about other ORC Earth
clean-up," Alison Reichert, an
Day events. can be found by
environment al items .
office assistant in the ORC,

place at midnight. The course will run
through the USU campus and the sur rounding neighborhood. To participate, meet in front of the HPER at
11:45 p.m.
Friday, from 10 a .m. to 3 p .m., Aday activities will take place on the
Quad. The Utah Jazz Dancers, the
USU Ballroom Dance Company and
the Polynesian dancers from the
Polynesian Student Union will be
there along with a few bands.
·we will have an inflatable slide,
an obstacle course, a bungee run,
food, vendors, a volleyball tournament and other fun things," Webster
said.
Throughout the week, Ping-Pong

balls will be sold for a dollar. Friday,
whoever purchased the balls will have
an opportunity to drop them on a
target for prizes . Webster said . All the
money from this activity will go
towards a needy family in Logan.
Friday at 9 p.m., a dan ce will be
held on the TSC patio . thos in atten dance will be directed to the "A"at
midnight.
·we are tying to have 2,000 couples
there to kiss: we are going for the
Guinness Book (of World Records),"
Webster said.
The final activity for A-day will be
a showing of The Sixth Sense in the
amphitheater on Old Main Hill at
12:30 a.m .

Exploring
Cache
Valley
ona bike

D OUG SMEATH

.

Assistant FeaturesEditor

CORINNE KATOR

Seninr FeaturesWriter

Last year a group of Cache Valleybicyclists
rode 12,880 collective miles. Their season was
so successful that they plan on increasing that
mileage this year.
This group of cyclistsforms the Cache Valley
Veloistsbicycle touring club. According to the
club's brochure, the CVV is "committed to fun,
moderately -paced recreational bicycle touring."
The cw·s founder, Hal Cain, said the club
is designed for cyclistsof all ages and abilities,
offering everything from physically demanding
rides to slow, easy, flat ones.
The club plans rides from April to October.
Some are week night rides of less than five
miles. and others are weekend tours of SO
miles and more.
Cain, who is a professor at Utah State
University,said the group does not focus on
competition or even on getting fit.
"If we get exercise,"he said, "it's accidental."
The CW is about being a tourist on a bike,
Cain said. He said the CW "promotes cycling
as a means of transportation for travel and
leisure."
The club's tours , Cain said, are designed for
people to get out and enjoy the beauty of their
surroundings .
The Cache Valley Veloists 2CXX)
Tour
Schedule lists 31 weekend tours, 14 short
Monday evening rides, and 15 more advanced
Wednesday evening rides. The weekend tours
include such trips as a 10-mile mountain bike
ride up Green Canyon, a SO-mile tour around
Bear Lake, an 80-mile ride to Riverdale Hot
Springs in Idaho, and a 25-mile tour of Cache

Hal Cain makes the trek betwen Richmond, Utah
and Franklin, Idahoon LaborDay 1999 as part of the
Cache Valley Century Ride.

Valley'scheese factories. Cain said the rides
often include stops for snacks and photo
opportunities. The schedule rates the rides A
through D, from difficult rides to relaxed rides
suitable for novice cyclists.

JumptoYu.otsrs,
Page6
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The Golden Mean
CoMMENlS ON LIFE/ EmilyProctor
By the
time most
of us are
graduate
students, or
have dallied so long
in school
that we've
graduated or quit, we might see
that balance is the only road to
survival.
It's easier to work when your
mind has been cleared after two
hours of play and likewise easier to play after you've been
working for 20 hours.
.
But moderation is a hard
thing to learn, and it's easy to
get stuck in the rut of excess. I
had one roommate that overstudied for two months. By the
time
Thanksgiving
rolled
around she was a dragging pair
of droopy eyelids, and she was
no fun to be around. I had
another that over-played basketball, soccer, volleyball and
the sitting-around game. It was
hard to study around her.
Another over-starved.
I felt guilty eating my humble
macaroni and cheese when she
was in the room. Glancing in
her bare cupboard from timeto-time I saw 100 percent real
peanut butter she couldn't force
herself to eat and some stale,
no-name, no-flavor crackers.
We both appreciated our other
roommate who occasionally
over-fed us because she often
baked some overly-good cinnamon rolls. (But woman cannot
live on cinnamon rolls alone.)
Excess is an old theme
among youth. I'm reminded of
the myth of Icarus. He and his
father, Daedalus, were kept
prisoner in a complex maze by
old King Minos . To escape,
Daedalus built wings of wax
and feathers, and they planned
to fly to freedom.
•
While they were escaping,
Icarus flew too high and died
because the sun melted his
waxy wings. Of course his
father had warned him not to fly
too high nor too low for this
reason. Had he flown low, the
ocean mist would have soaked
the feathers, rerJQffing them
flightless. Had he flown somewhere in the middle he would
have survived.
Icarus is not so different from
the average college student. He
focused more on the journeythe flight - than he did on the
destination: freedom.
What student hasn't stayed
up until 2 a.m. to hang out with
friends even though he has an
unfinished paper due at 9:30
the next morning? Few students
think of their destination, which
is graduation, before they think
of the journey, which would be
those fun activities that get us
through this college existence.
Maybe graduation seemstoo far
away.
The implication of excess is
that it can ruin us, just like it did
to Icarus. If we party too much
along the way, we can get
kicked
out
of
school.
Hopefully, the joys of the journey don't supersede the final
destination.
Now, if Icarus had had more
foresight, he would've followed
the 11Golden Mean," which is
the Greek principle of moderation.
We can still see evidences of
this principal in such sayings as,
"moderation in all things," and
11
Early to bed, early to rise,
makes a man healthy, wealthy
and wise." While being wealthy
and wise is appealing, these
lessons are hard for a college
student to learn. What kind of a
social life can you keep with a

bedtime at 10 p.m.?
It would be easy to play your
way out of an education, or
work your way out of a life. But
somewhere in the middle is a
golden thread between discipline and indulgence that keeps
us balanced. It's probably a thin
, thread, though, and you've got
to cover a lot of ground and
swing a big stick to find it.
Daedalus
followed
the
Golden Mean, and it kept him
alive. I always wonder how he
felt as he watched and yelled
after Icarus as he flew up and
down. What could the father
do? He had to keep flying right
in the middle. Had he folfowed
his son he would have been
killed too. And after Icarus fell,
Daedalus had to keep flyin g or
he would've fallen into the
ocean himself.
I suppose those are the pains
of parenthood. Like Daedalus,
parents have to give their kids
freedom and just hope that the
kids wi/J follow their advice.
Daedalus had to fly himself.
There was no way he could've
carried Icarus.
So I think that the Golden
Mean is the way to go. Don't
stay up too late. Don't wake up
too early. Eat so you're not hungry and not overly full. Study
every day. Play a little every
day. And drink 1 percent milk.

Emily Proctoris
a senior studying technical
writing. Those longing to
understand the GoldenMean
can send queries to
emilyproctor@cc
.usu.edu
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The CVV camping tour in Septemberrepresentsbicycletouring at its best. The tour was a self supported

multi-day tour. Left to right, Hal Cain, RosemaryLysaght, Glenn Jarkell,Marita Shaug/111essy
and Myq Larson.
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The Monday evening rides. accordingto the
schedule.are "shorter,socialrides designed to
meet the needs of novice riders and families."All
of these rides are under five miles and are generally flat. Monday evening rides scheduled for this
summer include a LoganZoo ride, a Charlie'sIce
Cream ride and a LoganCanyon Park ride. All of
these rides start at 7 p.m. from the Garff
WaysidePark behind Tony Roma'sat 100 S. 100
East.
Wednesdayevening rides providean opportunity for noncompetitivegroup rides for moderately-skilledand advanced riders, accordingto
the schedule.These rides begin at 6:30 p.m.,also
at the park behind Tony Roma's.Wednesday
evening rides scheduled for this summer include
a IO-mileride to the.Logan Airport, a 17-mile
ride to Eddie'srestaurant in Smithfield, and a 22mile ride to Hyrum Reservoir.
Cain said the club has planned quite an ambitious schedule for this summer because last year,
the club'sfirst year of existence.was so successful
that club members decided to plan more rides.
Cain said the club has been more successful
than he thought it would be. He and his wife.
RosemaryLysaght.started the club last year.
modeling it after a cyclingclub they used to
belong to in Halifax.Nova Scotia,Canada. They
are now in the processof making the dub a
more formal organization,writingbylawsand
electingofficers.
This year the club is chargingdues of $10 per
person and S15 per family.Student dues are $5.
Cain said he feels these dues are very reasonable
for a cyclingclub.Those who haven't paid dub
dues are stillwelcomeon CVV'stours.
"Youdon't have to be a member to ride with
the club,"Cain said. He said anyone is welcome
on any of the tours. Nonmembers who ride with

Graduation Bundle

Tangerine iBook®
300Mhz
64MB RAM
512k Cache
3GB Hard Drive
24x CD-ROM
56k Modem

0S9

EPSON Stylus®740i Printer
4-color (CMYK)
Approx. 6 ppm Black
Approx. 5 ppm Color
1440 x 720 dpi

Get $50 (U.S.) cash back
when you purchase an EPSON
Stylus®740i Ink Jet printer.
Off er good on purchases made
by July 31, 2000.

Computer
Solutions
Computer Center room 135
Monday - Friday 8:00a.m.-4:30p.m.
435-797-3357
current USU ID card required on all purchases

$1440

USU professor of SpecialEducationand rehabilitaion Hal Cain, is the founder of the CacheValley
Veloists,a touring grn11pthat bikesaro1111d
the area.

the club often. however.are encouraged to
become members. Once riders become members
of the CW, the club officerswillkeep track of
their miles,adding them to the club's total
mileage.
Cain said the club has members from all
walks of life.One of the best things about the
CVV,he said. is its ability to bring many different
people together to enjoy a common activity.
Those interested in joining the Cache Valley
Veloistsor in obtaining a club schedule may call
713-0212.Cain said riders need not be experienced cyclistsor have expensivegear.They just
need an interest in seeing the countryside from
the seat of a bicycle.

+

$169

$50
--

$1559

The CVV's take a break from their ridealong river trail in Logan Canyon. This ride was one of the Tuesday

night rides that take placeeachweek. The rideshave now been changedto Monday night1,.

•

Offer limited to stock on hand
No substitutions or changes
EPSON is a rc~istered trademark or Seiko Epson Corporation

iBook is a registeredtrademarkof Apple CompurerInc.

You can also accesstrueaggiesvia
.statesman.usu.edu
...clickon
YADA/YADA

>lllake your invitations
,,.
as inventive as
·
· ·you are.

is now accepting applications for school year 2000200 I. Applications are available in TSC 326 and
are due April 21, 2000. Positions include: account
managers, designers, committee chairs, and writers.
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Pennsylvania custodian to get degree
will dye his six-foot-wide dust
Knight-Ridder Tribune
mop red and blue, Penn's colors. He will tape photographs
When Dan Harrell applied
of his mother, father, and
to the University of
brother Frankie, all of them
Pennsylvania at age 46, he was gone now, to the back of the
asked to take a composition
mop, and march with it down
class to prove he was Ivy
Locust Walk to collect his
League material. The first
diploma.
assignment: write about a
"The mop," he said, "reprefavorite place.
sents where I'm from."
The young woman on his
He lives just three blocks
left chose Paris in the spring:
from the rowhouse where he,
the one on his right, the slopes grew up, near 67th and
of Aspen.
Elmwood.
"I've never been out of
His six daughters are sweet
Southwest Philly,"Harrell
on him, but joke that he does
recalled, ·and I'm thinking I'm
not take his work home with
in trouble."
him.
He decided his favorite
"He's never picked up a
place was the john.
towel, taken out the trash, cut
"Do you know there are 50
the lawn, or even picked up
different names for it?" he said. the remote," said his third"It's a great place to check out
eldest, Debbie Cianci. "He has
the horses for the next race.
the remote handed to him."
Your boss can't find you there.
"But,"added his wife,
I wrote four pages, and I got an Regina, "the Palestra sparkles."
A."
After graduating from West
On May 22, after 10 years
Catholic High School in 1961,
as a part-time student, Harrell
Harrell went to the mail room
will receive his bachelor's
at General Electric. "In those
degree. He will graduate surdays, maybe only:one kid in 10
rounded by people who revere
went to college,"he said.
him as a Penn institution He worked at GE 20 years,
not only because of his academoving up to marketing. But
mic achievement at age 56, but in 1981, everyone in his office
because of the love he lavishes was laid off. He dug ditches for
on a fabled floor and the stua plumber. processed support
dents who play on it.
payments for Family Court,
Harrell is custodian of the
and tended bar.
Palestra .
"I was down, drinking too
Once a day, sometimes
much," he said. "I had to get a
twice, he mops the hardwood
goal."
in one of the most celebrated
He learned that, as a uniarenas in college hoops. He
versity employee, he could
has spent. in sum, an eternity
enroll for free in the College of
on one knee, scraping gum.
General Studies, providing he
And when he does his job
qualified.
right, the floor sings to him
Penn also would pay part of
with the squeak of sneakers.
his daughters' tuition. That is
With a toilet brush in one
how he put Melissa and Jackie,
hand, cleanser in the other, he
his fourth and fifth, through
scours the locker rooms. Not
Penn State.
once in his eight years there,
"I owe this place a lot." he
he brags, "has there been a ase
said.
of athlete's foot."
After he graduates, Harrell
·1 think he's the greatest
wants to keep working at Penn.
Penn success story," said
His youngest daughter is a
Cynthia Johnson Crowley, who high school junior: the tuition
played basketball at Penn in
benefit could be a big help.
1952 and has since been a fixHe might continue as the
ture at the Palestra. "There
Palestra custodian, but. he said,
isn't anything he won't do to
·r think I have a lot more to
make your life better. And in
offer."
return, it all comes back."
"I think a natural for him is
Fran Dunphy, the men's
to be in teaching or counseling
coach, calls him "kind of a
or mentoring," Dunphy said.
hero of mine."
"He's got a doctorate in life."
On graduation day, Harrell
By 10 a.m. on a March
MICHEAL VITEZ
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Coming May 1st...
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Dan Harrell, head custodianat the University of Pennylvania's
Palestra,will be graducatingfrom the university this spring.

M U D D Y

Tuesday, the day of the big
football at parish schools.
Penn-Princeton doubleheader,
Two weeks ago, he became
Harrell's forehead was pasted ·
the first inductee to a new hall
with sweat. and his gray
of fame established by graduPennsylvania Athletics XXLTates of St. Barnabas School, his
shirt soaked. He put on anothalma mater.
er CD, 13 versions of "Danny
The same night, Penn was
Boy."
playing Yale at the Palestra
The floors done, he headed
Before the induction, he
for the locker rooms with a
dropped in to check the floor.
handful of envelopes.
In suit, tie and fancy loafers,
Inside each was a jade
he bent and scraped some
shamrock key ring, bought the
gum.
night before in South Philly,
"Ifyou are a good person,
and a handwritten note. He
you're in with Dan." said Julie
tucked them in the lockers of
Soriero, the former Penn
the seniors on the men's and
women's coach. "If you are a
women's teams, for whom this
little shady, you're out. He likes
would be the last home game.
to be around good people. And
In the last decade, he has
in return, he's a good person
studied Russian history and
to all those he cares about."
the American West, anthropolMatt Langel, a senior guard,
ogy and even Swahili. though
found the proof of that in his
he dropped that. To fulfill the
locker that Tuesday afternoon.
language requirement, he
When he walked out on the
studied sign language - useful floor for a warm-up, the first
for a man who is deaf in one
thing he did was thank Dan
ear.
for the shamrock and the note
For a class on the American
and hug him.
Indian, he wrote a paper on
Next in line was senior forthe Lenapi's version of football. ward Frank Brown. "Dan is
For a class on modem
such an example of perseverAmerican cultural values, he
ance," Brown said. "He's like
observed the dynamics of'the
another coach to us."
Penn women's volleyball team.
In the front row was Karim
For another, he studied how
Sadak, a senior who took
West Philadelphia real estate
Group Dynamics 240 at
agents adapted to a changing
Wharton with Harrell.
population .
"Youwalking with me at
·one of the things I got
graduation, right?" Harrell
from going to Penn," Harrell
yelled.
"Absolutely,"Sadak replied.
said, ·was a better understanding of what happened to my
With Harrell out of earshot,
own city. It was white flight
he confided: ·1 learned as
based on fear and ignorance.
much from him as I did from
Nobody really knew each
the professor in that class. He
other."
showed me how to interact
Since 1961,he has tried to
with people, to treat people
preserve that culture, and his
with respect. .. He made the
neighborhood, by coaching
classroom a nicer place."
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UtahStateTheatreto hostreadingof studentplays
MEDIA RELATIONS

Utah State University

Utah State Theatre Conservatory Series
presents six different one-act plays over
three nights in "Script &l.Stage,"April 24
through 26 on the Studio Stage of the
Utah State University Chase Fine Arts
Center (FACroom 224).
Hot of( the press (and sometimes with
the ink still wet), these original one-act
plays, written by student playwrights in
the advanced play writing seminar in the
Department of Theatre, showcase the creative process of play writing itself, said
Mark Darnen, USU theatre arts professor.
Curtain for ·script &l.Stage" is 8 p.m.
Tickets are $5 and are available only at
the door, beginning at 7 p.m1 Patrons are
encouraged to arrive early as seating is
limited. Tickets are free to USU students
with valid ID. Children under 6 are not
admitted.
According to Darnen, "Script & Stage" is

I
I
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presented as staged readings (actors reading the text), an exciting forum for innovative theatre where playwrights shine and
ideas rule. Patrons are encouraged to join
the artists at the end of the evening for an
invited roundtable where the audience
may discuss with the playwrights the plays
just performed.
The six plays to be read are "Mulch" by
E. G. Stoddard, "One Night, Two Bags. and
a Couple Of Bodies" by Paul Filan, "Fault"
by Sage Davis, "Forgiven Not Forgotten:
The Legacy of Fear" by Tina Lambard,
"Sisters· by Melinda Bastian, and "What Is
Sacred?" by Amber Tuttle.
All plays except "Forgiven Not
Forgotten: The Legacy of Fear· contain
adult themes and / or language .
Contact the Theatre Arts Department
at 797-3046 for information regarding performance dates for each individual play.
For further information about the play
writing programs at USU. contact Mark
Darnen at 797-3786.
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Forget the Yellow Pages. If you can't find the
phone book or if you just want to know the
address of area business from Airport to Zoos.
just CLICK HERE. www.statesman.usu.edu
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Sha Peterson walks acms~ campus 011 her way lmck to her barracksafter working at the campus post office.As
a sophomort, sireis not allowed to walk across "the deck," a largegrassy area in the middle rf tire Citadel in
Clrarle,to11,
5011//zCaroli11a.

.

Through an odd mix of
choice and chance. the young
woman from deep on Chicago·s
South Side is at the heart of a
A horn sounds. and Cadet
struggle she did not start or
Peterson snaps to attention .
even sympathize with at first.
Shoes polished to a gleam.
Once here, though, her
spine ramrod straight. poker
stubborn streak prevailed. She
face in place. she is ready for
the next military maneuver:
decided - muscles aching,
heels dug in - that there was
lunch.
no going back. Women
On this warm March afterbelonged at the Citadel. She
noon, like all weekday afterbelonged at the Citadel.
noons at the Citadel. that
Four and a half years after
means marching in lock step
from barracks to mess hall with Shannon Faulkner became the
first female to enroll t the state
1.600 fellowstudents.
military college,women make
In this sea of blue-gray uniup a small but growing portion
forms. in her classes.around
campus. Sha (pronounced Shay) of the ranks. Currently, 1,587
of the school's cadets are male;
Peterson has a habit: Quickly,
61 are female.
quietly. she steals a glance
And so Peterson marches
around her. She is looking for a
with the guys under a cloudless
face that resembles her own.
South Carolina sky.tiny gnats
·1 see. am I the only black?
biting the back of her neck. She
Am I the only female? Usually
doesn't swat them away.That
I'm the only something."
would break the all-important
At 20 years of age. the softprecision.
spoken Chicagoan is 750 miles
Peterson is a sophomore.
and a world away from her
What stands between her and
gritty Roseland neighborhood.
becoming one of the first 50
She is an African-Americanat
a Southern bastion of tradition women to graduate the Citadel
with proud tie to its ,
is 2 17'2more years of tests academic. physical,mental ...c_at
Confederate history. a woman
at a military'coilegefamous for a college that moves to its own
rigid rhythms and rituals.
fighting like hell to keep
Her education began on the
females from marching in its
blazinglyhot first day she
ranks.
arrived on campus. She
learned, as all first year students do, how to respond to '
that upperclassman yelling in?
FREE ll\TERNET ACCESS
your face about a lapse, howevCAMBRIDGE COURT APTS.
er minor: Replywith a crisp,
provide DSL Internet access
"Sir,yes sir."
and e-mail through an Ethernet
Two other possibilities:"Sir.
network. Each Cambridge
no sir.""Sir.no excuse. sir."
Court Apartment has three
Though only 30 percent of
outlets, which allows up to
Citadel
students now go into
three computers to operate the
the
military.
the campus retains
Internet at a time. without
the
flavor
of
a the campus
interfering with the phone line.
retains the flavor of a four-year
In other words
boot camp. Rulesand hierar•
NO DIAL-CP REQUIRED
chies reign. and there are a lot
• No modem required - it's
of both.
much faster than a modem
Peterson's mother had her
384 Kbps
doubts
about how the slender
• Don't wait to connect - it's
daughter she calls "no bigger
instant
than a dime" would adjust to
• Just turn on your computer
the demands of a military coland you!n: on the Internet
lege.especially the Citadel.
•
It won't tie up your phone
line no busy signals on
But Rena Sterling,39. also
incoming calls due to
knew her daughter was bent
computer tie up
on achievement.
• Browse the web and talk
That's one reason Peterson
on the phone at the same
excelledin the ]ROTC (Junior
time
ReserveOfficer Training Corps)
• Shorter download time of
program at Chicago's Whitney
files and web pages
YoungHigh School.She liked
• Check e-mail instantly any
the teamwork, the discipline.
time of the day or night
the ribbons for accomplishment.
She wanted a career, and
she thought maybe the military would be the place to
start.
I
I I
Peterson answered her
I
mother"s
doubts about the
I
Citadel with a characteristic
I
is pleased to present
I
confidence: "Don't worry. I can
handle this."
Only about 80 percent of
the students who showed up
11.
that first day were still here a
year later to begin sophomore
year. But Peterson stuck with it.
Peterson returned this year,
she said, because she wanted to
finish what she started. Pride of
I
perseverance. no matter how
I
rough or even senseless the
I
MARJAMILLS
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Biology professor

April 20, 12 :30
TSC Ballroom

rules may seem. is a kind of
religion here.
That might be why some of
the men. including Peterson·s
boyfriend, senior Larenzo
Champagne. said they admire
the women"sfortitude.
"To deal with a lot of the
guys who have this attitude
that (the women) don't really
need to be here, they have to
be determined." he said "If
they weren't. they wouldn"t
make it. They have to know
how to handle rejection and be
alone:
Female cadets said the men
who oppose them seem to be
less vocal about it each year,
though formidable tensions
remain. Last year, the itadel
graduated its first woman.
Nancy Mace.
Perhaps it is a measure of
changing times at the Citadel
that Peterson said what is most
difficult is simply not knowing
how many fellow cadets resent
her presence.
"The worst thing is walking
around the campus and not
knowing."she said. "You'llbe
sitting in class next to someone
who aoesn't want you here. not
knowing."
Exhausted.with a tight
schedule and a difficult calculus course. Peterson had only a
C average spring semester of
last year. But last semester.
Peterson triumphed in the
classroom and has the hardware to prove it. A political-science major. the sophomore
earned straight A'sand the
right to wear gold stars on her
collar,a mark of excellence.
Likemany here. Peterson
ultimately has her eye on the
chunky gold class ring that
Citadel seniors receive in a
solemn ceremony. Students,
Peterson included. talk about it
as entree to a powerful net- •
work of alumni. business and
political elites who open doors
to fellowgraduates
"Once you have that ring.
you·re in that society,"Peterson
~id . "I guess you can't call it a
fraternity anymore."
Peterson has chosen a different path. "If they like me. fine."
she said. "If they don't. fine."
L.arenzoChampagne,
Peterson'sboyfriend, is a senior
from Sumter. S.C. He plans to
become a ;:,hysicaltherapist.
When she wonders "What
am I doing here?" and needs
encouragement. Peterson said,
she turns to him. "He's my support." Peterson said. He said the
same of her.
They.talk about getting married one day. maybe having
kids. If that happens, Peterson
has told Champagne. she
would consider sending any of
their children to the Citadel.
daughters included.
·1 think it would teach them
morals and values."she said.
"Andto respect us:
Champagne added
Mother-and-daughter
Citadel graduates. The normally reserved Peterson let out a
hearty laugh at her idea. It
could be the start of a Citadel
tradition.
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Reform
Partypresssecretary
resigning
WASHINGTON(AP)- The
Reform Party's press secretary
resigned Tuesday, officials
said, in a sign of a widening
rift between presidential
hopeful Pat Buchanan and
allies of party founder Ross
Perot.
"I think she resigned
because she feels that the
Buchanan campaign is
attempting to take over the
party and is preventing her
from being able to do her job,"
said party secretary Jim
Mangia, who as a member of
the board was informed of
Donna Donovan's resignation
during the day.
Mangia and other senior
party officials told The
Associated Press that
Donovan's resignation was
emblematic of deepening
problems between Buchanan,
who joined the Reform Party
last year, and longtime officials
just as the party was recovering from other factional fighting.
"I hope we can still sit down
and work thiAgsout with the
Buchanan campaign,"Mangia
said. "This is an example of a
deteriorating situation that we
have to start to try to remedy
soon or it will be too late."
Donovan declined to comment, but officialssaid her resignation was to take effect on
Friday.The Buchanan campaign did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.
Followinga party meeting
in Nashville,Tenn., that
turned into a televised
wrestling match between factions, a federal judge in
Virginia last month settled
some of the party's infighting
by ousting Jack Gargan from
the chairmanship and replacing him with Pat Choate, who
was Perot's running mate in
1996.
Choate is also a Buchanan
fan. They are allies on trade
and other foreign policieswho
have known each other for
years. Earlier this year, Choate
appeared at Buchanan's side
during a press conference in
which the two urged the
Clinton administration and
Congress to reject normal

PLACE

Can't make it in to TSC to fill out the little form?
Easier to type than to talk into our 24 \ 7 Hotline,
797-3359? Just type, point and click. You can
place Classified ads, too. www.statesman.usu.edu

Buchananlaunchesballot bid
in bachyard of Bush, Perot
DALLAS{AP)- Pat Buchanan is launching a bid to qualify
for the presidential ba11otin Texas, home of presumptive
Republican nominee Gov. George W. Bush and former candidate Ross Perot.
Buchanan planned a rally Tuesday night in the Dallas
suburb of Irving and another Wednesday in Houston.
Buchanan, a former Republican candidate, is seeking the
Reform Party nomination and is trying to gather 56,000 signatures by May 8 to earn a spot as an independent on the
Texas ballot
The Reform Party is conducting its own petition drive to
win ballot status in Texas.
Buchanan said this weekthat Texas is the toughest state
for independent or third-party candidates to get on the ballot. Only the signatures of registered voters who did not vote
in a party primary or sign another access petition count
toward a candidate's bid to get on the ballot.
The former television talk-show host and speechwriter for
President Nixon said Bush. the Texas governor, is nearly
indistinguishable from his Democratic rival, Vice President Al
Gore.
Buchanan criticized Bush's meeting last week with gay
activists and has accused him of wavering on abortion,
Buchanan also has criticized Gore's support for abortion
rights.
.
Buchanan staunchly opposes abortion but ists shun social
issues.
Texas also is home for Perot, the billionaire and Reform
Party founder who ran for president in 1992 and 1996. Perot
has not said whether he willrun again this year.
trade status for China.
In a move that may have
permanently inflamed Perot's
allies on the ruling committee,
Choate also sided with
Buchanan on the location of
the party's presidential nominating convention.
Perot's supporters had
fought Gargan's backers to
hold it in Long Beach, Calif.
But citing a competing religious convention and a lack of
hotel space there, Buchanan
and Choate pushed for
Nashville instead. Perot's allies
overruled that proposal.
Almost immediately,
Buchanan reached out to the
group and invited them to his
house for a peacemaking session, but a time and place
have yet to be established.
Several Reform Party leaders said that peace may be far
away.
Donovan felt that
Buchanan was usurping her
job of talking with reporters
and setting up press events.

She also was one of several
leaders who have become
uncomfortable with
Buchanan's cross-country drive
to get on the ballot in dozens
of states and control the delegates admitted to the convention who will pick the nominee, officials said.
"I think the credentialling
committee is being stacked
with Buchanan supporters and
not reflective of the broad
cross section of Reform Party
activists,"Mangia said
Also simmering is disenchantment with Buchanan's
social positions. His staunch
anti-abortion stance, for example, dashes with the party's
platform, which says government should stay out of such
private matters. His remarks
about homosexuals and Nazis
also chafe some Reform Party
members.
Buchanan was in Texas
Tuesday kicking off a threeweek drive to get on the ballot
there .
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and cable systems throughout the country.
The PAXnetwork will broadcast Brokaw·s
news program at 7:30 p.m. nationwide, one hour
after airing on network-affiliatedstations. After
the one-month test the rebroadcast is expected
to become a regular part of Pax TVs schedule in
the fall.
PAXwill also rebroadcast some NBC coverage
of U.S.Olympic trials beginning in June.
LikeCBSand ABC,NBC'srapport with its
affiliates has been on the decline as the networks
seek to revise decades-oldagreements requiring
them to pay station owners to carry their pro-
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NBC
to rebroadcast
newson PAX
stations
NEWYORK(AP)- NBCplans to rebroadcast
its early evening news program on the PAXnetwork,owned by PaxsonCommunications, the
family-orientedbroadcaster partially owned by
NBC.
Under a deal announced today,a monthlong
trial period for rebroadcast of ''NBC Nightly
News with Tom Brokaw"will begin in May.It is
likelyto further strain relations between NBC
and its affiliated stations by providinga competing outlet for a popular network show.
NBC recently bought a 32 percent stake in the
PAXnetwork,which is carried on smaller stations
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Schools
nationwide
markshooting
anniversary
andbraceforimpact
WASI:ING!ON {AP)- As Thursday 's anniversary of the
Columbme High School massacre neared, education officials
nationwide took steps to prevent their schools from suffering the
same fate.
!hey suspended students caught making threats. hired more
officers and volunteers for the day, canceled classes or major
school events and held meetings with parents and community
members .
"The date has them worried about a lot of copycats or kids
who may try to send a very. very strong message," said Curt
l.avarello, executive director of the National Association of
School Resource Officers, a group of K-12 school officers that has
nearly doubled to 5,500 members in the last year. "Let's face it,
it's been absolutely clear in the tragedies we see on school campuses that _these incidents can occur at any time, at any school."
On April 20, 1999, two students at Columbine High in
Littleton, Colo., fatally shot 12 students and a teacher before
killing themselves. On Thursday, Colorado Gov. Bill Owens will
lead thousands in a moment of silence at 11:21a.m ., the time
the attack began.
But th_eschool itself is on alert, with 24-hour police patrols
and special badges for anyone wanting to get in.
"Schools are under pressure to be prepared, " said June Arnett.
associate director of the Westlake, Calif-based National School
Safety Center .
. The_~fety center, which advises school security officers, says
its statJsti~ show that youngsters are 99 times more likely to be
shot and killed on the street or at home than in school. And this
school year's 11 homicides and suicides - even with the Feb. 29
shooting of Michigan first-grader by a classmate - is well below
!~st year's tally of 26. But multiple-victim shootings - such as
Littleton, Jonesboro, Ark., and Springfield, Ore . - have nonetheless left schools recently guarding against or preparing for a
major school-wide crisis.
For example:
-Four Anchorage , Alaska, students were suspended Friday
after allegedly threatening to use guns and bombs at Wendler
Middle School.
-In Rush City, Minn., high school officials suspended four
students Thursday after saying the teen-agers threatened to take
over their school and shoot it up on the Columbine anniversary.
-In Jay, Okla ., where threats of gun violence prompted par- ·
ents to pull their children out of classes Friday, police are expected to return to school halls this week, which also marks the fifth
anniversary of the Oklahoma City bombing.
But some officials fear they may be overreacting to perceived
threats.
Extra police officers will work Wednesday and Thursday at
Rich East High School in Park Forest. Ill. But Cmdr. Patrick
Fitzgerald, a city police officer who coordinates school safety, said
he's heard more from reporters writing about the anniversary
than scared parents and students.
"Things have been very quiet out here ," he said. "When we
take attendance on Thursday, we'll find out."
The year since the shooting has left schools open to critics
who contend they prefer SWATteams to mental health counselors. Nearly two dozen schools have tested Mosaic-2000, an FBI
computer profiling program that rates potentially violent students on a scale of 1 to 10. And hundreds of officers trained at
R.U.Ready High, a school-shooting simulation at the Blackwater 1
Training Center in Moyock. N.C.

decision today," warned
Republican Sen. Julius Canns.
Continuedfrom Page2
The state Supreme Court
set the stage for the legislain such areas as taxes and
tion with its unanimous
Social Security. And unlike
December ruling that samemarriage, civil unions would
sex couples were being
not confer portable rights;
unconstitutionally den ied the
other states would probably
benefits of marriage.
not recognize such unions .
The legislation would creNational groups quickly
ate a status parallel to marweighed in after the Senate
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bian couples to obtain a
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had attempted to derail it
;::,en.Richard McCormack , a Tuesday with the pair of conDemocrat , said in support of
stitutional amendments. One
the bill. "We can do someamendment would have
thing very, very important."
added to the state
The reaction of the dozens
Constitution the definition of
of people sitting in the Senate
marriage as a union between
galleries, standing along the
a man and a woman. The secchamber's walls and milling
ond would have overturned
about the hallways was subthe Supreme Court ruling .
dued.
':I believe their sexual oriThe Senate debate lacked
entation runs counter to natmuch of the passion disural law," Republican Sen.
played during 17 hours of
John Crowley said of samedebate last month in the
sex couples as he argued for
House , where the Legislature's the marriage definition .
only openly gay member
Neither amendment won a
spoke several times. drawing
simple majority, let alone the
tears to the eyes of many
two-thirds required for constiobservers.
tutional amendments.
Opponents of the legislaScores of people listened to
tion, wearing white ribbons to debate on the amendments
signify their support for tradiover speakers in hallways outtional marriage, stood shoulside the small Senate chamder-to-shoulder with supportber.
ers wearing pink stickers
Nicole Christian stood with
favoring civil unions.
a brightly colored sign that
Several senators who voted
read: "Friendship does not
against the bill said they were
equal marriage! Get real!"
doing so because their conChuck Kletecka, a social
stituents opposed it. Others
worker who is gay, surveyed
said they feared the national
the crowd of white ribbons
and international reaction.
and said : "It's always sobering
"All of the United States
to see how many people
and the world will judge our
would oppose civil rights ."

VERMONT
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Faculty Technology
EXPO2O0O
Wednesday, April 19th, 1 :00 - 4:00 PM
Taggart Student Center Sunburst Lounge ·
Faculty and Staff, now is your opportunity to see ~ few
of the innovative ways USU Faculty ·are using
technology to enhance their teaching.
Exhibitors will include:

Jim Gessaman - Biology
ChristineHult - English
Mark Larsen - Spanish
Mark Fels - Math
Zan Merrill- Special Ed.
Tamara Ferguson- Psychology
Keith Mott - Biology
Fred Baker - Forest Resources
BonitaWyse - Family Life
John Elsweiler- Library
and many more

Syllabase and WebCT
will be demonstrated

Don't miss the
WORLD PREMIER
of Dr. David Laney's
"Whose Mummy is it?"
Showings at
1 :30 and 2:30 pm
West Colony Room

Dr. Laney, Professorof
Anthopologyat USU, and a
team of twenty students
workedfor 5 years to create
this CD-ROM. It is a
completemini-coursein
Egyptologyand is designedto
be "played"by studentsor
used as a supplementto
courseson civilization.
·
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1n senior
citizen
shooting
LINCOLN PARK,Mich. (AP)
. - A tenant at a senior-citizen
apartment house opened fire
with a rifle Tuesday after he
was summoned to a meeting
because of neighbors' complaints about his vulgar language, authorities said. Two
women were killed, including
a former city councilwoman
who was delivering food to
the needy .
The man was taken into
custody three hours later
when police stormed his
apartment, said police Lt.
Donald Gentner. He did not
resist and was not injured, but
was on narcotics and taken to
the hospital for observation,
he said. He was in fair condition.
The suspect's name was
not released, and no charges
were filed.
Police had spent several
hours searching the 14-story
building for the gunman after
the noon shooting . Other tenants were told to stay in their
apartments during the search
of the high-rise, and youngsters on the playground of an
elementary school nearby
were hurried inside and kept

there until parents arrived to
pick them up .
Apartment officials had
summoned the man to a
meeting after other residents
complained of inappropriate
language, said Phyllis
McLenon, deputy director of
the Housing Commission in
the suburb 10 miles south of
Detroit. McLenon did not
explain what she meant by
inappropriate language.
At the meeting, the man
"was very dissatisfied and
making threats .... He kept
saying he wouldn't have this
character assassination and
that he would take care of it;·
she told WDIV-TV. "He was
very upset. and was very
upset with some of the ladies
who were complaining about
him."
The man said he had a
continuing problem with the
women, she said. Police did
not say if the women who
were shot were the ones who
had complained.
McLenon said the man left
the meeting and was gone for
about 10 minutes, and H,.::n
the building 's mainten nee
man warned by IiJdio 1at the

man was coming back shooting.
One of the victims was
Marilyn Higgins, 64 , a former
city council member and a
longtime Lincoln Park
Housing Commission member, Fire Chief Ernie Moon
said .
Charles Higgins said he
and his wife were delivering
day-old bakery good to needy
residents of the building.
They were in a meeting room
when the gunman entered, he
said.
"One of the residents from
the tower came down into the
break room and started shooting with a rifle and killed my
wife," Higgins told the Detroit
Free Press.
"We were all looking at
him, when I realized he was
shooting," Higgins said. "I
went to a room where I
thought I could get to a phone
and my wife came down the
hall after me. She started hollering at him to stop doing
that and he just shot her ."
Marilyn Higgins was elected
to City Council in 1979 and
re-elected in 1981. A 48-year
resident of Lincoln Park , she

said an activist for the aged
and city preservation.
The identity of the other
woman killed, a resident of
the building, was not released .
One of the women was
shot in the face in the building office and another was
shot in the doorway, McLenon
said. Some people ran to a
bathroom or scrambled under
a desk to hide. "He came in
looking for us," she said.
Chris Sullivan , who lives on
the 13th floor, said he had
heard some women complain
about the man's language. "I
never heard him use foul Jar
guage but a lot of the ladies
complained he was vulgar,"
Sullivan said .
In addition to the two
women who were killed. a
woman was hospitalized in
critical condition.

PROTEST
Continuedfrom Page2
protests. was part of
Monday's peaceful mass
arrest. She said the gentle
treatment ended there: She
saw federal marshals kick
demonstrators and was
threatened by them herself
when she asked to make a
phone call.
"I felt physically endangered the entire time,"
Ennis said.
Other protesters said
they were kept handcuffed
or chained overnight and
were given no food , water
or blankets, although many
were soaked from drenching rains Monday . Some
suffered severe chills and
had to be hospitalized.
"They refus ed to eat
what we gave them ,"
Ramsey said. "This isn't the
Hilton . You don't call room
service and say, Tm a vege tarian. I want fish. I want
tofu.' You get what we got ...
You get bologna and bread."
Spokesmen for the U.S.
Marshals Service did not
immediately return calls
seeking comment.
Robert W. Klotz, a securi ty consultant who used to
command the D.C.
Metropolitan Police
Department's Special
Operations Division, said
police in Seattle had to
retake ground lost to protesters. But here, he said,
police never let protesters
gain a foothold near the
World Bank , IMF or impor-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Out here, "it's pretty hard to get around,"
said Walker, who has raised cattle for the last 25
years on the Gunsight Ranch in Hudspeth
County, estimated population 3,200. A census
worker called to tell Walker to expect a visit, but
five days after the appointment , no one had
shown up.
Some politicians fear that many rural
Americans will go uncounted .
Val Beard, the county judge, or top elected
official, in Brewster County- the largest county in Texas and home to Big Bend National Park
- believes the count would be higher if the
Census Bureau would mail forms to people
with P.O. boxes.
Beard contends that census-takers driving
around will never be able to locate everyone in
sparsely populated yet vast counties such as
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tant federal buildings .
"It's called seizing the
high ground ," Klotz said .
Ramsey also had active
support from other federal
and state agen cies.
The U.S. Postal Service
unbolted 86 mailboxes from
60 locations within what
became the police security
zone. The boxes are often
removed during major
Washington events to make
them unavailable to pro testers looking for a place
to hide bombs. Hundreds of
newspaper vending
machines were also
removed from downtown
streets .
The estimated cost for
the equipment , overtime ,
and support services could
top $5 million, officials said
- a figure equivalent to an
appropriation Congress
provided for Seattle to pay
for security for last fall's
WTO meetings .
Police drew praise from
business leaders, even
though disruptions left
many offices nearly inaccessible from Friday through
Monday and cost nearby
restaurants and shops a
day's business.
"We're very grat eful that
there wasn 't any loss of
property or pe rsonal
injury; · said David Rutst ein ,
chairman of the Greater
Washington Board of Trade,
representing the region·s
largest private employers.
"People 's con fidence in
this government has
increased markedly, "
Rutstein said.
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Census-takers
facechallenges
1nruralareasI

SIERRABLANCA, Texas (AP)- Nineteen
miles north of this tiny West Texas town, past
endless fields of tall yellow grass and desert
shrubs, is the beginning of a hilly dirt road .
From there, it's eight miles down the bumpy
path, beyond the signs that read "No trespassing" and "Keep out - Private property," before
you reach Jim Walker's trailer .
It is the task of Census Bureau workers to
find Walker and thousands of other Americans
who live way out in the country.
Census-takers must go door-to-door in rural
areas because the agency has a rule against
mailing census forms to post office or rural
route boxes.
Walker, 80, doubts the headcounters will be
able to find everyone . The census-takers are
dropping by known homes and driving around,
looking for other residences. only until May 1
but will make follow-up visits througn early July.
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Wednesday,April19
Robert Bennett, 3
p.m., ECCAuditorium.
"Aboutthe Mass Media:
All the things you were
afraid to ask."Free.
♦STAB sneak preview
U-571, 7 & 9:30 p.m., &
♦Sen.

IckRICH

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

I!

GIGGLE
MORE
W~EN YOU
SPLASH ...f

midnight.Freew/ID, ticket
required
♦USU Jazz Ensembles
Concert, specialguests the
USUJazzEnsemble,7:30
p.m., Kent Concert Hall,
$3 or Free to USU
Students w/ID

WANT THEM
TO BELIEVE
YOU'RE
DROWNING!

Thursday,April20
♦ Last Lecture,Dr. Anne

h

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

DilbertScoTT ADAMS
,:::==========~-,er;:==~-;'.=:::~~::,

Anderson,TSC Ballroom
12:30p.m.
♦ Acapella-oozaconcert
7:30p.m., Kent Concert
Hall, $5 or $3 w/ID

I'LL MAKE YOUR
LIFE MISERABLE I
I'LL THvJART YOUR

EVERY MOVE!

~

@

f

I

HI. I'M
THE NEW
SADIST.

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO THE

OLD ONE?

i

f

!

i.

HE WENT TO
SADIST
PARADISE.

II.

!

Friday,April21
♦ USU BallroomDance
company,Spring concert
2(X)(),
Ellen EcclesTheatre
(downtown)7:30p.m., $6
gen. admission, $4 w/ID
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AG-gravationN,cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.

PosterPresentations International Lounge,1:30 to 4
p.m,; Paper Presentations,East & West Colony Rooms,
1:30 to 5 p.m.
•Come to the final meeting for PsiOli, April 20.
noon to 1 p.m., Ed Room 130. Food,folks& fun! Pick
• Hass Councilapplicationsare now availableTSC
up your honor cards at the same time.
Room326. Gain leadership skillsand have fun. Due
•The international Student Council is holding an
April 24.
Int.ernational
Day April 21. All are invited
• Pickup your applications
forPublicRelations
• Date Night at the USUHlghRopesCourse Friday
CommitteeTSC Room326.
April 21.6 to 8 p.m. (S14Per couple)reservations 7970423
• Help planAG WEEKIApplicationsfor Ag Council
and Ag Week Council are availablein AGSC218.For
•Annual RussianOub Banquet.April 22, 7 p.m..
more information e mail Katie at SLPGF
Walnut TSC Everyoneinvited.S8 person or SJ4 cou•The International Student Council is holding an
ple. On sale on TSC patio all week. Proceedsto
International
Cookout,April 18, 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m..
Russiancharities.
TSC patio Come and enjoy all the food from Asia!!
•Saturday April 22 all multiculturalstudent club
• USUChemistry and Biochemistry.seminar. Prof
members are invited to a cbing socialat 1 p.m. at
Gary Roberts,Department of Bacteriology,University
Adams Park. Info.contact your president
of Wi~consin,"CooA.
a COsensingMetalloprotein
and
•Travelto Germany!
Meeting on April 19. 7 p.m. in
Transcriptional
Activator:April 19.4 p.m..Widtsoe
ECC Room 205. Questions? Call Cami @ 797-0425.
Room 205. Free and open to the public.
• The USUReentry Student Center is acceptingappli• Radio Oub Meeting, Apri 19. 5:30 p.m.,TSC Room
cations for REENTRY
StudentLeadershipService
335. We willdiscussA-day& club social.
Scholarships
for 2CXXJ-01
schoolyear. Availablefor
• Multicultural
anema, Paul Monette: The Brink of
reentry sophomores, juniors, or seniors.ApplyTSC
Summer'sEnd,April 19.Old Main Room 117,FREE!
Room 310.Deadline May 5, 2CXXJ.
•Collegeof Agricultureis having its annual Faculty
• Eclipse
VocalBandPerformingat Pier 49. 245 North
and StaffAppreciation
DinnerIt willbe held on April
Main,April 2I, 9 to 11 p.m. $5 at the door. Pizzaand
20 from 6 to 9 p.m. at Von'sPark in Providence.All stu- drinks provided.
dents. facultyand staff are invited.RSVPin AGSC
• 'What'sSo GoodAboutGoodFriday"
There will be
Room 218.For more information e mail Katie at SLPGF a specialGood FridayServiceApril 21. 7 p.m.,
• USU StudentShowcase
2CXXJ,
April 20. TSC Last
HolladayBaptistChurch, 2780 E 3900 South. All are
Lecture
Anne Anderson,Ballroom12:30 .m.;
invited.
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The Creamof the Crop
SoFTMU..:

Aggiestake on the best of the Big
West.startingwith LongBeachState
Friday.Detailson Friday.

Si'oRTSEDITOR

797-1762

sports@statesman.usu.edu

From the ashes

'Shedoesn't
let thingson
thefieldeffect
her.She's
prettystoic.'

Backfrom shoulder surgery, Kristin Hommel
has become Utah State's No. 1 pitcher
AARON MORTON

• KIM

Assistant Sports Editor

0fJ..SCHAGER
•
A.SSISIANT
crncH

Kristin Hommel winds up for a pitch
against the Wes Wednesday.Hommel
has only allowedtwo earnedruns in her
past five games.
c,..,,i:yH<mJN/ Ufa/, Sln/,s11um

Kristin Hommel is a sophomore.
Sort of.
Utah State University's No. 1 pitcher
this year only pitched two games last
year due to a shoulder injury.
But this year is another story for the
elementary education major from
Prescott. Ariz. After a rough start,
Hommel (9-11) has settled into her
position as the pitcher the Aggies
turn to for the first game of every
series.
"When she's on the mound, we
always have a chance (to win)."head
coach Pam McCreesh said.
And she is getting stronger as the season is wearing on.
In the last five outings for Hommel.
he has allowed only two earned
runs , winning four and completing all five. She has won
nine of USU's 17 games. Most
of the pitches in her arsenal
are back; the rise ball is the only one
giving her problems.
"I'm not all the way back." she said,
adding that her fast ball is five m.p.h.
slower than it was before the surgery. She
looks to be completely back by the end
of the season.
Before last Sunday, she hadn't pitched
two full games in two days. In game one

SoftballsPoTLIGHT

on Saturday against California
Polytechnic State University, she pitched
a one-hitter. But on Sunday she needed
KRISTIN
some help from the USU defense to keep
the Mustangs scoreless on seven hits.
HOMMEL
"(That was) definitely my limit." she
PITCHER
said. "Almost past my limit."
• sophomore
HommeJ's right shoulder needed
Prescott,Ariz.
surgery in the fall of her freshman year
because of over use in high school. In her
• 5 feet 10 inches
four years at Prescott High School, she
pitched all but two games. This injury
• righthanded
has been common among pitchers in
recent years (Aggiepitchers Kelly Warner
2000 stats:
and Amy Settlemier had the same
• 9-11 record
surgery).
• 3.41earnedrun average
Hommel said only recently have stud• 88 strikeouts
ies been published showing the harm of
• 59 walks
playing pitchers several consecutive
games in a row at the high school level.
And it gets even easier to pitch as the
The right hander has been playing
Aggie defense has gotten progressively
softball since she was eight and pitching
better through the season, Hommel said.
soon after, despite misgivings from her
Although this is more or less her first
parents, Tom and Marcia.
year of college softball, she said the
·1 always wanted to be a pitcher,"
adjustment from high school has been
Hommel said, but her parents felt there
easier because she was the Aggies·scout
was too much pressure on the pitchers.
last year. Because she was stuck on the
But pressure is the thing she has been
bench, she became USU's unofficial scout
able to handle - with or without an
in preseason tournaments. It helped
injury.
because she got to know Big West
"Pressure has never gotten to me,"
Conference hitters' weaknesses.
Hommel said.
Hommel only pitched in two games
"She doesn't let things on the field
affect her," assistant coach Kim
Jumpto HOMMEL Page15
Oelschlager said. "She's pretty stoic."

Will· USU's basketballsuccess
translate to better recruiting?
AD Pugmireis still trying to ~
shed the Big Westfor the WAC
REUBENWADSWORTH

Sports Writer

What will bring a winning record back to Utah
State University football?
How can the football team
show boosters it deserves
money? How can USU
land a spot in another
league such as the
Western Athletic
Conference?
According to Rance
Pugmire, USU athletic
director, there is a "twopart dynamic" for recruiting and funding success in
a winning record and an
entertaining product.
At the last two home
games of the season, when
the USU basketball team
was putting the finishing
touches on its unbeaten
conference season, fans
came in droves. However,
earlier in the year, even
though the Aggies were
winning. Pugmire said he
was disappointed with the
attendance at basketball
games.
According to Pugmire,
fans should want to sup-

port USU athletics no matter what the win/loss
record looks like. Less than
8,CXJO
were in attendance
at the last football game
last season, Pugmire said,
at a time when the squad
was only 2-6.
Many think the hiring
of Mick Dennehy as football coach will lead to a
more exciting product, and
more importantly, a winning record, Pugmire said.
Two of the most important keys to a winning program according to
Dennehy are effort and
intelligence.
Dennehy said it is not
the coaches that win
games, players can only
"digest" what they hear
from the coaches and
apply it to the game.
"We'll win when the
players are ready to win,"
he said.
In recruiting, Dennehy
is in an uphill battle.
"The initial perception
is we're behind," he said of
recruiting. USU is constantly trying to recruit the
same young men as the

its baseball team and BSU
University of Utah and
Brigham Yotlng University. was helped in its quest for
WAC membership by its
Those two programs have
an advantage because they appearance in the most
recent Humanitarian Bowl,
are more visible, Dennehy
Pugmire said.
said.
Pugmire is concerned,
Conference affiliation
however, that the WAC
makes a big difference in
may not expand. He said
recruiting, Dennehy said.
he worries about it every
The Mountain West
day. Many WAC represenConference, which Utah
tatives and officials at
and BYUare part of, is on
WAC member schools
solid ground, he said.
However USU's league, the seem open to expansion,
Pugmire said. However,
Big West Conference, will
some want stability and
only have a football prothink 12 members is too
gram for one more year.
many. If USU gets into the
Despite the setbacks.
WAC,women's basketball
Dennehy remains optiwill be added to the unimistic.
versity's currently sanc"I think you can recruit
tioned sports. Pugmire said
young men to Logan,
it may be added regardless
Utah," he said.
Conference affiliation is • of league affiliation.
In order for boosters to
something constantly on
the mind of Pugmire. He
fund USU athletics and
attract attention to USU
said he is confident that
from other conferences,
USU will be included in
the program needs integrithe Western Athletic
ty, credibility and leaderConference - if it
ship, Pugmire said.
expands.
Winning also increases
But will it expand? And
interest and exposure, he
when?
said. With Dennehy at the
When the WAC
helm of the football proexpanded the last time, it
gram, Pugmire said he'd be
took Nevada and Boise
surprised if contributions
State, two former Big West
squads. The kicker for
Nevada was the success of ]mnp_toPROGRAMS.
Page14

Thrower Wahlin named Utah State Aggie
athlete of the week for record hammer toss
UTAHSTATEUNMRSllY

Apr. 20-22.

Athletic Media Relations

Utah State University women's
track team member Charlotte
Wahlin was voted USU's athlete of
the week by the local media panel,
it was announced today.
Wahlin, a junior from
Copenhagen, Denmark. broke the
school record, the Danish national
record, and her personal record,
while also provisionally qualifying
for NCAA Championships with her
first-place mark of 190-feet 10inches in the hammer throw at the
Mark Faldo Open this weekend .
Wahlin's mark beat the previous
school record of 190-feet 3-inches,
set in 1998 by Jessica Drake.
Wahlin will be back in action
this weekend as the Aggie track
team competes at the Clarence
Robison InvitMional in Provo, Utah

OtherNominees:
Men'sTrack:BRETTGUYMON/
Sophomore ... finished first and provisionally qualified for the NCAA
Championships in the 400m hurdles with a time of 50.81 this weekend at the Mark Faldmo Open.
Guymon's mark was also a new
personal record.

Utah State fell to Idaho State 1~6.
Burbidge won his match in three
sets (6-3, 3-6, 6-3).

Women'sTennis:TRACY
BERTAGNA/Sophomore ... led USU
to its second win over Southern
Utah (5-4) this year by defeating
opponent Andi Moreno 6-1, 6-1 at
the number three seed.

SoftballHEATHERCURTIS/
Golf:KEVIN BLOTTER/ Junior ...
was the top Aggie finisher at the
Grand Canyon Thunderbird
Invitational last week. Blotter tied
for 28th shooting a three round
score of 331 (75-73-73). Utah State
finished 12th out of the 18 team
field.

Men'sTennis:RYANBURBIDGE/
Junior ... was the only Aggie to
defeat his opponent Tuesday as

Sophomore ... led Utah State to a 32 record last week as it split a doubleheader with Utah Wednesday,
and then won two of three versus
Cal Poly over the weekend. Curtis
was 3-5 in the second game against
Utah hitting her first career home
run and a double. In the five games
last week Curtis had 28 assists and
seven putouts with no errors at
shortstop. Curtis has only recorded
one error in her last twelve games.

Aggies Blake Eagal ( 4 7) and fimmy Walker(72) crushformer We runner Mike
Ander~on(draftedby the Denver Broncos)in a game last season.

Football still has a lot to
cover in summer · offseason
WADE DENNISTON

Senior Sports Writer

With spring practice now over,
what's next for the Utah State
University football team once summer comes?
·well, we'd like to keep as many
guys around as we possibly can."
said first-year Aggie head coach
Mick Dennehy. "The summer program that Shawn Griswold
(strength and conditioning coach)
has got incorporated is a real big
benefit.
"I think the fact that the kids
staying around (and) working
together gives them the opportunity to toss the ball around, and do
some things that. if they're all
spread out. won't have a chance to
do."
Dennehy said it isn't mandatory
for the players to hang around. but
he'd like to get them all back by
the first week of July.
While it is optional what the
players will be doing come summer, the coaching staff will continue to remain busy in preparation
for the fall.
And there are several important
items the coaching staff would like
to get accomplished before it's time
for the players to put the pads
back on.
The first of those things is to
attend coaching clinics.
"One of the means that we have
to try and keep up with the profession, and gain new knowledge and
information is clinics and camps,"

Dennehy said. ·our defensive guys
are going to go to the San Diego
Charger mini-camp in the last
week in April. Our offensive coaches are·going to spend time at the
St. Louis Rams camp at the end of
April.
"Then, in May. we go out for
two weeks and spring recruit. We'll
take a look at what our needs are
and go out and try to begin identifying players who are within those
needs."
When that's over, the coaching
staff will return to Logan to begin
preparations for hosting its own
summer camp, June 19 through 22.
And if that's not enough to keep
the staff busy. there's the playbook
to worry about.
·we·ve got to have our playbooks done." Dennehy said, "and
all of those kinds of things hopefully by the end of June. We'll take
a little bit of time off in July to
kind of rtcharge the batteries a little bit."
Although those items of business are important for the Aggie
coaches. they are not nearly as
important as making the team better by Sept. 2. when USU kicks off
the season at Texas Tech
University.
"Probably the biggest thing, really, while we're here, is taking what
we've found out that the kids can
do and can't do, based on spring
practice and incorporating new
thoughts and ideas from camps
and clinics, and things that we
attend," Dennehy said.
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Volleyball unveils schedule
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FEATURING INTERNATIONAi.
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SURPLUS

• Survival Gear, Food, Water & Supplies
• Tents • Sleeping Bags & Blankets
• Military Boots & Camouflage Clothing
• Dutch Ovens With All Accessories
• Rope • Foam • Netting
• Duffles • Bags • Backpacks

Dog Tags Made While You Wait
Open:

**

*: 321 N. MAIN,IAtGANc;;.=s
9am-a;;J

----"-'--.....c.:....::. ...

of the conference creating
only one division. the league
is going to be much more difficult to win." commented
Utah State University's
head women's volleyball coach Peterson. "For us to compete
with any of the seven teams
Tom Peterson announced
on our schedule that competTuesday the 2000 schedule
ed in the NCAATournament
for the Aggievolleyball team.
last year our program is going
USU will play 29 matches on
to have to get better."
the season and host 11 at the
Utah State will open the
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum.
season by playing at back-toAmong the opponents for
back tournaments at
the Aggiesdur:ing the 2000
Washington State and
season will be two Final Four
Montana State before hosting
teams in Pacificand Long
Beach State, and seven NCAA Brigham Young on Sept. 12 at
the Dee Glen Smith
Tournament teams which
include Kansas State, Brigham Spectrum. The Aggieswill
then play its next five matches
Young.Cal Poly, UC Santa
on the road before hosting
Barbara, and Utah along with
eight of its next 10 from late
the Tigers and 49ers.
September thru mid-October.
Utah State will once again
USU will then close the
have 16 league matches. but
season by playing five of its
will play each school in the
last seven matches on the
conference twice during the
road.
Along with BYU.the
2000 season with the departure of Nevada to the Western Aggieswill host Utah on Oct.
10th and Pacificand Long
Athletic Conference. and
Beach
State on Nov. 2nd and
North Texas and New Mexico
4th in the final two home
State to the Sun Belt
matches of the year.
Conference.
Utah State returns three
Since the BigWest expandstarters and eight letterwined to 12 members before the
ners from last year's team that
1996 season, each team
played two matches versus the went 14-12 overall and won
other five teams in its division the Eastern Division of the
Big West Conference with an
and only one match per sea11-5 league mark. Last year's
son versus the six teams in
team also set a new school
the other division rotating
record for most conference
home sites annually.
wins in a single season.
"With the new alignment
UTAH STATEUNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations
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Parking Rules and
Regulations
Got You Tied
in a Knot?
Come have breakfast with the Parking and Transportation
Advisory Committee. Ask questions, voice concerns,
offer suggestions. Everyone invited.

ALIGNMENT
USU's2000 Schedule

Sept.1-2 WashState Tourn.
Sept.8-9 MontanaState
Tourn.
Sept.12 BrighamYoung
Sept.14 at Wyoming
Sept.15 vs. Pittsburgh
Sept.22 at WeberState
Sept.23 at UC Irvine
Sept.28 CalPoly
Sept.30 UC SantaBarbara
Oct. 5 at LongBeachState
Oct. 7 at Pacific
Oct.10 Utah
Oct. 14 BoiseState
Oct. 17 IdahoState
Oct. 19 UC Irvine
Oct. 21 CS Fullerton
Oct. 23 Idaho
Oct. 27 at UC SantaBarbara
Oct. 28 at CalPoly
Nw. 2 Pacific
Nw. 4 LongBeachState
Nw. 9 at IdahoState
Nero.11 at BoiseState
Nw. 18 at Idaho
Dec.7-10NCAA Tourn.

Starzz's Williams preparing for
2000 Olympics during 'offseason'

Wednesday,April 26, 2000
7:30 · 9:30 a.m.
TaggartStudent Center
Center/West ColonyRooms• 2nd floor
ContinentalBreakfastServed

SALTLAKECITY(AP)Buses,planes, games, foreign
food and foreign places. Natalie
Williams' "offseason"was more
"on" than "off' as she trained

Financial Planning Seminar

for Members & Non-Members Alike
This free session only happens twice a year. Don't miss out!

Cash & Money Management
for Families Thursday, April 20th, 7-9 p.m.
Budgeting for emergencies & occasional expenses / Tracking where your money
went / Communicating with your spouse about money ( "You're goin' to the moon
Alice," is no longer considered appropriate)/ Credit card & debt management
savings techniques/ Instructor: Shara Young, Accredited Financial Counselor
At USU Community Credit Union, Downtown Office, 198 North Main.

Please enter through east entrance. RSVP with R an at 753-4080 ext. 3047

L _____

NewBigWest

USU Community
Credit Union

__

We need dedicated gtudentg from all
majors with all interegtg and backgrounds to help lift Aggie sports to
the next level This is a great chance to, fl
get involved and gain experience and
leadership through AS USU and th
Athleticg program.

11:..l.~•

Applications can be pie ked up
in room 126 of the TSC.
For ~uegtiong or commentg email Ship at
m.ghipley@ugu. edu

Be a part of tb.e Crew!

with the U.S.Senior National
Team for seven months in
preparation for the 2000
Olympicsin Sydney.
While other Utah Starzz
players worked on their college
degrees. rested or played professionally,Williams and the
National Team played a dozen
college teams, drove around
Europe playing various teams
and participated in activitiesat
the Women's Final Four.
Through it all, the U.S.team
compiled a 29-2 record, with
the losses coming t61eiil'i~~t:! ·
and Brazil'sNational Team.
Williamsaveraged 10 points
and six rebounds for the training period. second only to Llsa
Leslie's15 points and 6.5
rebounds.
Finally.she is home resting
and readjusting to a life without airports and hotel food, at
least until the Starzzreconvene
May 3 for training camp.
"The hardest part were the
days when I'd get homesick,"
she said. "Justbeing gone for
seven months. that was hard."
Williams did get a couple
weeks off at Christmas, but
other breaks were so short she
barely had time to catch up on
bills, laundry and see her cats,
who probably only offered an
insolent glance instead of sympathy.
'Tm feeling good right now;
I had a whole week off,"said
Williams,who spent some of
her free time exploring Moab.
"Now I'm getting excited for
the season and starting to train
for it."
The U.S. National Team's
tour was similar to the one the
women undertook before the
1996 Olympics.That team
went 60-0, including an 8-0
mark in the Olympic Games,
but there was no WNBAschedule to worry about then.
Part of the mission of the
tour was exposing America's

____,

PROGRAMS
Continuedfrom Page13
from boosters don't increase.
To help fill the stadium and
impress boosters. players have
to put on a good show,
Dennehy said. One way he
hopes to supply an entertaining product is to get the ball in
the air and do some ·crazy"
plays.
There are also things USU
football players can do off the
field to attract spectators,
including interacting with the
.., community, Dennehy
explained.
Dennehy hopes to give his
team every opportunity to
meet with valley residents to
show that it is a decent. hardworking bunch . Dennehy
would like team members to
do community service in

best players through free clinics, exhibition games and meetings with fans. By the 1996
Olympics,members of the U.S.
women's national team were
some of the most familiar
names and faces in Atlanta.
The groundswell of support
culminated in sold-out games
and convinced NBAofficials
there was a market for a
women's professional league.
So, with the WNBAlooking
more and more like a permanent league, and with the
Olym'piCSoh fu~tgn soil. was
this tour necessary?
"Yes.it was,"Williams said.
"We're going to Australia and
playing in front of an extremely hostile crowd and we're the
defending gold medalists.
Everyone is going to bring their
best game against us. Some
people couldn't believe we
were going to do this in
between seasons, but (U.S.
Coach) Nell Fortner did a good
job making sure we all got our
rest."
The 1996 team was an
incredible ensemble of talent.
including Leslie.Teresa
Edwards.Sheryl Swoopes.Nikki
McCray,Dawn Staley and
Katrina McClain.It was like
putting the Harlem
Globetrotters against a Junior
Jazzteam whose players were
blindfolded, had their
shoelaces tied together and
spun around until they were
dizzy. The U.S.team's average
margin of victory was 45
points.
The recent tour involved
clinicsand contact with the
fans, but it was more about the
business on the court.
"There really is no comparison," Edwardssaid. "Everyone
was embracing the team and it
was wonderful and new and
excitingback then. This time. I
don't even think some people
noticed. It was different."
order for each of them to
leave the program as a "whole
individual" and not just an
athlete.
In addition to helping fill
the stadium. Dennehy said he
believes community service off
the field and hard work on
the field will also impress the
boosters. He said the players
should show integrity by
"keeping their noses clean" to
foster an image favorable to
the boosters.
Dennehy said he feels he is
adding integrity to the USU
football program by emphasizing that his players graduate .
He said he wants his players
to contribute to both athletic
and academic performance.
He said he would like players
to realize how important a
degree will be because the
majority of them will not play
football after college.
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HOMMEL

LOOKING
FOR
AMAJOR?

Continuedfrom Page13
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last year, towards the end of
the season , shutting out
Southern Utah University and
getting rocked by Cal Poly.
And in her first game this
season , Arizona State
University beat her up for
eight earned runs on 10 hits.
But just one day later, she held
the University of Kansas to
two runs. Two weeks later, she
finally felt she was back.
"Oh my gosh I can pitch,"
Hommel said against the
University of Stanford. Tm not
worried about batters hitting a
home run."
Teaching is the only thing
she is more excited to talk
about than softball. She is an
aspiring kindergarten teacher.
Tm very excited about
teaching," she said.
She took one education
class last year and was hooked .
Since then, she has volunteered at Head Start and Edith
Bowen Sc!hool.With two or
more years left in school, she
might have to wait awhile
before she can teach for good.
Until then, she'll just have
to take Big West batters to
school.

As Sandy Taylor lookson, Kristin Hommel zings in a pitch agian~IUtah Wednr~day in a 1-3 lo~s.

Compu-eer/EkchYJti·ics
,,
I1iftm1u,,tum
Tecl,nology
We accept transfer credits from other
departments: ECE, CS.
*Program contains hardware, software,
network;ng and data communications.

GREAT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
~---rl=-=contact Janet Hanson, 797-2790 or Ward Belliston,
797-1801 . janet @engineering.usu.edu

Lessons
That
INill Last
A Lifetime.
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put that college degree to use by enro lling into t he Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful comp letion of the Officer Training
School. you will become a comm issioned A ,r Force off icer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medica l and
dental care. management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
► and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1
~llii
1-800-423 -USAF. or visit our website at
www.airforce.com
www .airforce .com

AIR
.=-_..;,P

FARKTOWNHOUSE
Royals sale OLD
24 Aggies
namedtrackAll-Conference
UTAHSTATEUNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Sixteen women and eight men from the
Utah State University Track and Field Teams
were selected to the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation Academic all-conference teams it
was announced today.
To qualify for the team, student-athletes
must obtain a cumulative grade point average
of 3.0 or better, be a sophomore academically,
have completed at least one full academic year
at the school, and participate in 50 percent of
their teams' competitions.
Utah State's 24 overall selections tied for
second in the league with Stanford and trailed
only Washington State 's 28 total selections.
Nevada landed 19 picks, Arizona 11 and Long
Beach State nine total.

Hayley Graves
Kristy Guymon
Kristen Hillam
Amber Jensen
Jennifer Jensen

approved
by baseball
owners

400m
800m
400m
800m

Melissa Jensen
Karen Olsen
Loni Spencer
Brittany Thompson
Rebekah Thornl ey
Amber Tubb
Charlotte Wahlin
Tiffany Whitaker

Shot Put. Weight
Throw
800m
3000m , 5000m
3000m , 5000m
55hh

HOUSTON (AP)- Baseball
owners voted unanimously
Monday to approve the $96
million sale of the Kansas City
Royals to team chairman
David Glass.
Glass took over as Royals
chairman in September 1993,
shortly after the death of
founding owner Ewing
Kauffman .
Under Kauffman's succes_sion plan, the team was
offered for sale to Kansas
-area
u s
rorrtpanies, with the money
earmarked for charity.
"It's been a long time coming," Glass said. ''I've already
raised the cash. Thank goodness I didn't have it in the
Nasdaq ."
While deferring a decision
on realignment until they
meet again in June, and
approving a plan on how to
handle disasters such as a
team plane crash, the main
business was approving Glass,
and that took just 40 seconds.
The Royals' board agreed in
November 1998 to accept a
$75 million offer from lawyer
Miles Prentice, but commissioner Bud Selig convinced
owners not to approve that
deal when it came up for a
vote last September.

Mile
3000m
Weight Throw
Mile

UtahStateMenAcademicall-Conference
Selections

Student-Athl ete
Brian Gorm an
.
Jerome
Jenkjns
U~ S~te Women.Academic
all-Conference
Jason Jones
Selections
Joel Jorgenson
James Parker
Student-Athlete
Event
Jacob Pugsley
Michala Bluhm-Thomsen400m
Brad Reed
Kristi Connors
400m
Lance Thurston
Katrina Dart
Mile

Sprm s
Throws
Hurdles
Throws
High Jump

Kenyans continue to dominate Boston
Marathon, now up to IO straight wins
BOSTON (AP) - First. it
was the kenyan men. Now,
even the women are winning
the Boston Marathon.
Kenya's domination in
Boston extended to a record
10 consecutive victories
Monday, as Elijah Lagat outkicked Ethiopia's Gezahenge
Abera and Kenya's Moses
Tanui in the closest finish in
the race's 104-year history.
Lagat and Abera were both
timed in 2 hours, 9 minutes,
47 seconds, with Tanui three
seconds back.
The women 's ending wasn't
as close but it was still the
same: A Kenyan wearing the
laurel wreath
Catherine Ndereba, competing in only her third
marathon, pulled away in the
final mile and became the first
Kenyan winner, at 2:26:11.
Ndereba thwarted the bid of
Ethiopia's Fatuma Roba to
become the first competitor male or female - to win the
race four consecutive times .
The struggling Roba finished third at 2:26:27. the
same time as runner-up Irina
Bogacheva of Kyrgyzstan, who
came from behind and beat
her in the final stride.
Like the men. the women's
finish was the closest ever
between the top two and
among the top three runners.
Tm not only happy to win,
but I'm going to the Olympics
and represent my country,"
said Lagat, who took up run ning professionally only after
his doctor told him in 1992
that he had a heart condition
and-might die.
With this race being an
Olympic qualifier for the
Kenyan men's Olympic team ,
Lagat and Tanui earned places
on the squad, joining Kenneth
Cheruyiot. winner of Sunday's
Rotterdam Marathon .
The 33-year-old Lagat said

his doctor warned him that he
had a lot of fat around his
heart and urged him to lose
weight. At the time, he
weighed 158 1-2 pounds . Now,
he weighs 125 1-2.
"After I started running, my
heart problem disappeared ,"
he said. 'Tm OK now."
Makethat sensational.
Staying with the lead pack
throughout the race that was
slowed by headwinds and cold,
the persistent Lagat came into
the final stretch locked in a
dramatic duel with Abera and
Tanui, the 1996 and 1998 winner.

Th e three exchanged the
lead a couple of times, and
with less than a half-mile
remaining, it app eared Tanui
would go on to his third victory.
But Lagat was not to be
denied, and h is final surge
enabled him to edge the
ch arging Abera as Tanui
faded.
Abera, running on his 22nd
birthday, contended the
Kenyans were kicking and
pu shin g him
"I can't say it was inten tional." he said, "but it was a strain
on my muscles."
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"Middle of the
block, at the sign of
the clock" is the
address of S.E.
Needham Jewelers.
Althou gh the street
addres s is 14 1 N. Main
Street, for decades
S.E. Needham's has used the phras e
"Middle of the block, at the sign of
the clock" as the address.
There has been a street clock in front '
of S.E. Needham Jeweler s throughout
most of its history. The present clock
was installed in the 1930s and before
that a different clo ck was used dating
to the tum of the century. This street
clock is set for complete accura cy
according to an atomic clock which
receives a radio wave every 24 hours
from Boulder, Colorado.
When shoppin g for diamonds, jew elry, clocks and watches , gifts and tableware look for the landmark of down town Logan, S.E. Needham Jewel ers:
"~fiddle of the block, all he sign of the cla<k." _

....
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Slso•
$4so•

Prlnte room

5,t00•

Prlnte room

ssoo•

Prices for the entire summer!

Contract starts Mav 6 and ends August 1,, 1000
$125 deposit re~uired
for reserwation.

Come by the office at 777 E. 1000 N. #MS
or call 752-7501
Office Hours 9:30- 5:30 Mon-Fri, 9:30-1:30 Sat

WINTER CLEARANCE
SALE
CLOCKS
30% OFF
LASS VASES
30% OFF
LAMPS 20500/4OFF
CANDLES
10-40% OFF

POSSESSfONS
28 FEDERAL AVE• LOGAN• 755,0857

~~,

~- ~-"Middle of the block, at
the sign of the clock"

Now Renting Summer Contracts
PNASI1:
PHASE2:
Shand room
Shared room

Show
me
themonevl

Needauood
summeriob?

Whyworkwith us?

Whynot, mygoodfriend?

• Quickestadvancingpay scale. •
• Workthe best marketsin the
pest control industry. Yes,work
in sweet,precious,scrumptious •
California.
• Frolicin the sun,while living
closeto a beachthat is worth
dyingfor.
• Workfor a companywith a 65
yearhistoryof success! 65
•
yearsof success,do ya hear
me?

Commissionspaid in full, twice
a month! Countthat, 2 times a
month!!
Ummmmm.TheMONEY,
baby!
Sell: *
180 accounts,get $21,528.
240 accounts,get $30,300.
300 accounts,get $40,104.
360 accounts,get $50,424.
•Total incomeafter bonuses

Plus:$500 sign-onbonus,and
$500 2nd-yearseller bonus.

)E~~)E~~
~

..

ADVANCED

MARKETING

CONCEPTS

Call Chad at (801) 471- 7171.
"Yo u go t 'em, we, IIge t ' em I"
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N™MCHOMSKY,AUTHOR,1992:
"If we don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise.we
don't believe in it at all."

EorroR
IN CHIEF
797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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On theSide
What has
more than
80,000 tortilla
chips, 22
pounds of sour
cream, 40
pounds of
jalapeno peppers and 510
pounds of
cheese?
The World's
Largest Nachos,
of course.
The building
of the giantsized appetizer
took place
March 31 at the
McCormick &
Schmick's
Seafood
Restaurant in El
Segundo, Calif.
It was part of
a fundraiser
benefiting the
Westside
Children's
Center in Los
Angeles.
The average
American eats
248 pounds of
tortilla chips in
his/her lifetime.
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Verify facts before
printing

Tothe
EDITOR

I am continually astounded that newspapers feel
they can publish any number that their reporters or
editors have read somewhere. No matter how phony
the number is, if they have read it somewhere else,
they will tell their readers it is a true statistic.
For instance, in your Monday, April 17, issue on
Page 9 you printed "425,972: Number of showers
the average American takes in his/her lifetime." The
average American lifetime is close to 80 years. We
find a number close to the number of days in the
average American lifetime by multiplying 80 x 365.
The answer is 29,200. We now calculate the average
number of showers you claim an American takes
each day by 425,972/29,200 = 14.6 showers per

Where have all
the Aggies
gone

I would like to give a special thanks to all of the USU
students that support the ultimate frisbee team, all three
of them. It's nice to see that Utah State students have so
much school spirit, and are so willing to drive all the way
to Pocatello, Idaho, to watch one of the biggest tournaments of the year. There is little more awe inspiring than
listening to three people belt out The Scotsman. It brings
a tear to ones eye hearing them chant, "Utah State hey!
Aggies all the way!" Even greater than that was the infamous three man wave, which made it twice around the
whole field!
The tournament consisted of three rounds, the last two
lasted over two hours each; no team at USU can even
<iay.
If you are stupid enough to believe the average come close to that type of endurance. Even though the
LETTERS
American takes 14.6 showers per day throughout
team did not win in the final round, they still played betLengthshouldbe
his/her lifetime, you are too stupid to be a journalist.
ter and harder than the football team did all last year.
IJ.rni
ted to 350 wc.rds. If you don't believe it, you may be too careless or
The frisbee team is a-sanction€d school sport~but the
A1J
lt!tlt!TS
maybeshort- untruthful to be a journalist. There is hope, however, school is not willing to do anything for them. The memened,editedor rejected for your future career. Try to learn to think critically.
bers of both the women's and men's teams have to furfor reasonsofgoodtaste, Don't just accept anything you are told as the truth.
nish half of the money for their jerseys and provide their
redundancyorvolume Take your responsibility to inform, rather than mis- own transportation to and from their games. Imagine the
of ~imilarletters.
lead, your readers.
controversy if the football or basketball teams had to pay
Admittedly, this isn't an important issue. But your for their own things and provide transportation to their
No anonymousletters newspaper has recently published obviously phony
games.
will bepublished.
statistics about abortion in the United States and starThis lack of school support and funding shows that
vation in Iraq. These ARE important issues, and you "diskhuckers" play for the love of the game and not for
Writersmust signan do yourself, your newspaper and especially the pub- some farce that they'll make it to the NFL or :--JBA.I know
lic a disservice in misreporting them.
very well that frisbee doesn't draw the crowd or the
lettt!TS,
with phone
income that any of the "mainstream" teams do, but it is
numberand student
GregJones fun to watch and admission is always free for everybody.
numberclearlystated.
With that said, you can take your 4 percent tuition hike
In Monday's Random Numbers, it was printed that and your $11 payment for the rec center and stuff 'em
[etters representing
group.;- or morethan the average American takes 425,972 shower in where the sun don't shine.
I want my money to go to the frisbee team.
one individual- must
their lifetime. ft should have read that the average
havea singularrepre- American takes 25,972 showers in a lifetime. The
BrianDecaria
sentativeclearlystaled, Statesman regrets the error.
with all necessaryID
and information.

About

Writer~must wait 21
daysbeforesubmitting
succes,iveletters- no
exception.~.
Letterscan be hand
deliveredor mailedto
TlteStntt5mnnin the
TSC 319, or am be
e-mailedat
tslitur@

statm,rm.usu.erlu

Republicans: a view on issues

luDE"s
KoRNER
/ KadeMinchey
I thought it
would be interesting to show
w
h a t
Republicans are
saying on some
of the current
issues.So, first, I
found a quote
that deals with the Elian Gonzalez
issue. This is Ann Coulter's, a conservative Republican, take on Elian.
She says:
"Liberals ... are forever kvetching
about federal laws that require the
deportation of aliens who actually
commit felonies in this country. Let a
criminal wash ashore and the Left
sees him as part of the American
dre:im.
"But if it's a little boy who lands
on our shores only because - by all
accounts his mother simply
wished for him to grow up in freedom, and Liberals can't see him
deported fast enough ... The Left has
never thought parents important
enough to be informed if their minor
children have abortions, perennially
opposing parental notification laws.
"Indeed, fathers are so irrelevant
under the law that they have no say
over the decision of whether or not
their own children will be aborted.
Elian's mother could have aborted
Elian without input from the father,
but she can't give him freedom without the father's consent." - Ann
Coulter, taken from the Federalist at
federaIi st.com.
I think Ann brings up a beautiful
example of the liberal double standard. As I have tried to illustrate in
some of my other columns, extreme
liberalism doesn't have concrete val-
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ues. Rather, as the Elian case shows,
they waver and change their position
as time and issueschange.
Now to turn to another issue, the
state of Tennessee is scheduled to
execute their first prisoner in over
two
generations.
Gov.
Don
Sundquist has refused to grant
clemency.
The
Nashville
Tennessean reported Tuesday that
18 people were arrested for protesting in front of the Governor's mansion.
Indeed the controversy surrounding the death penalty is vast.
However, I think Alan Keyes put it
into perspective when he wrote:
"Ultimately, support for the death
penalty must be grounded on the
love of justice and an unqualified
respect for the dignity of innocent
human life .... (It) is an imperative of
the respect for life that we retain the
death penalty as an elemenl of law
in certain limited cases. If we do not,
we risk applying a corrosive relativism to our national respect for
life." taken from the Federalistat federalist.com.
Now my column wouidn't be
complete if I didn't mention something about Al Gore and his attempts
to deceive the American public.
However, this time instead of interpreting Al's tactics for you, I am
going to let the American public
speak for me.
The following are polls taken
from the Los Angeles Times, ABC
news and yrock.com. These polls
summarily say what I have been saying all along - that Al Gore just
doesn't get it. Even more Americans
don't want empty promises and
more legislation. They want strong

enforcement on the laws this country
already has.
For those of you that don't understand what these statistics mean,
read Al Gore's position on these
issues and I think you will understand.
Sixty-eight percent of Americans
say the best way to reduce gun violence is to simply enforce the laws
already in place. Only 29 percent
believe creating new and different
gun control laws will be more effective. Oohn Lott citing a Zogby poll,
"Perspectives on Gun Control," The
Los Angeles Times, March 19, 2000)
Nearly half of the country, 48 percent, say stricter gun laws wou ld
have no effect on gun violence. Only
25 percent think stricter gun laws
would reduce gun violence (Poll by
ABCNews .com, Dalia Sussman,
"Gun Control Support Muffled"
ABCNews.com, April 5, 2000)
Why Americans think our kids are
violent: 42 percent - parents spend
too little quality time with their children, 30 percent - the violence on
television, movies, music and video
games, 11 percent - access to gun,
1O percent- lack of good role models, 5 percent - failure of schools to
promote civility and mcral values.
Eighty-four percent of Americans
say tne best answer to gun violence
in schools is greater involvement of
parents in their kids' lives. Only 14
percent selected more gun control
legislation. (Poll by Frank Luntz,
www.yrock.com, April 6-9, 2000)

KadeMinchey is a political
columnestfor The Utah Statesman.
Comments can be sent to
kade45@ho
tmaiI.com

stuand
A-day
has lost its OPINION
dents.
Perhaps
traditional
students
base
of
service and pride in could shoot for breakUtah State University. ing the world record for
Started as a way to the number of serinvolve students in the vice/cleaning/improveupkeep of their school, ment projects to a uniA-day served a useful versity in a week's time.
That's a goal worth
purpose.
Students traded in shooting for.
A couple of the sertheir books for a day
vice
projects
are
with rakes, shovels,
cleaning ragsand fun to admirab le, like the
spiff up campus creat- Deseret Industries used
items drive. But others
ing a senseof pride.
Today, A-day has are sadly lacking in
elongated into a week lofty expectations genof "service" projects erally assumed during
including
cleaning fund raisers.
Students at Utah
Logan Canyon, Willow
State
are generally
Park, fund-raising for
oriented
community members community
and the ever-important and have often reached
out through
either,
kissing on the "A."
Granted, the kissing school- or church-relatdoesn't exactly con- ed service projects.
tribute to the "service" While it is good for stuaspect of A-day, but it is dents to become wellc1t1zens
the most-focused on rounded
part of the week. Some through service, it's not
people plan who they'll something that should
go kissing with for days, be condensed into one
even months, for a total week of intense activity.
Get out thf!re all year
of 10 seconds.
Gaining an entry into long and serve the
the Guinness Book of school and the commuWorld Records is an nity. Service can only
interesting pursuit, but benefit those involved,
hardly one worth the and USU just might
hype by Wrigtey-'s make it in the recordDOUBLEMINT gum, books for som thing,
the Alumni Association important.

Democrats:
a different view
on life
OK, THEWAY I SE£rr / Rich Timothv
The
minority
has just
b e e n
given a
VO i Ce.
W h a t
minority
you may
be asking yourself? The
Liberals? The Democrats? All
the free thinking individuals
that don't believe the conservative point of view is necessarily the correct one?
No one has called me to
this position I wasn't voted in.
And I'm sure that not all liberals are going to agree with me
all of the time. But if you think
about it, isn't that the best part?
We all have differing views,
and it's time that the differing
view finally had a place to
make its voice known.
The surplus amount of
Republicans on campus is a
rather noticeable quality. But I
am curious to know if many of
you are that way because of
your parents and your avoidance of the issues. Or do you
have a clear understanding of
what you believe and why?
One of my main purposesis
to inflict a little more thought in
the Republican Party, although
the occasional tangent of how I
see it will grace your reading at
times.
OK. The way I see it, an article I was reading last week
seemed overly insightful. Well,
it would have if I were a 14year-old boy sitting in art class.
I was so pleased that the writer
was able o find at leastone difference between Democrats
and Republicans. Nice manipulation skills as well. He
brought in the father figure,
working hard to support his
family and trying to make a living. Then he threw in the

angelic saint (the Republican)
to save the family from financial peril.
But along comes the evil'
doers (the Democrats) to steal
from the All-American family
so the homeless are fed. What
evil, evil people they are. A
truly great, and obviously realI ife, situation that happens
every ten minutes in this country. I do wonder if any research
was done or, as usual, was it a
fabricated story to suit only one
person - the author. And just
like he said, the major difference is "those who think and
don't think." I think this individual needs to think a little
more if that's the best discrepancy he has with Democrats.
And let me express how
pleased I am that the homeless
were brought up. Let me guess.
We should just get rid of
homeless shelte(Sso dear old
Dad can eat a little more beef
and buy that houseboat he's
always wanted. I question if
this writer has ever been to a
homelessshelter. I doubt if he
has ever taken the time to give
something a little more valuable than money - time - to
get to know a homeless person. I imagine he is stuck in
that elitist mind set that all
homeless are scam artists try·
ing to get free money to buy
drugs. I also doubt whether he
has ever gone to a shelter and
helped, viewing the gratitude
in the eyes of a homeless person when you give them some
food?
All people have the right to
life, liberty and happiness and
as Americans we sAould help
those who don't have those
rights in this country.

Rich Timothy'scolumnruns
everyWednesday\.i The Utah
1statesman.
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Mark common sense absent·

Looking for a rewarding career?
How about Rehabilitation Counseling?

CHICAGO TRIBUNE/ KnightRidder(J'ribune
News Seroice
A s
the
first
anniversary
of
the
Columbine

H i g h
School
massacre
approaches, it becomes clear that there
were not just 15, but 16 casualties in that Colorado shooting
rampage last April 20. The last
victim: common sense.
What else but the death of
common sense could account
for a decision like that of the
school authorities in Sayreville,
N.J., who earlier this month
suspended four ki ndergartners
because, aiming their index
fingers as if they were guns,
they pretended to shoot at
other children on a school
playground?
Surely these so-called adults

have taken leave of their sensFor how many generations
have children aimed their fines.
To be sure, Columbine
gers like guns and pretended to
served as a wake-up call to shoot them? Has anyone ever
school officials throughout the been killed or hurt by such
country, a warning against tak- play? Can it possibly be that
the
Sayreville
ing too lightly
what may seem
--school officials
adolescent bluster
In theirconcernto can't tell the difference between
or idle threats by
protectchildren... a finger and a pisschoolkids.
You
have to pay attensomeschooloffi- tol barrel? And
could they really
tion; you have to
cialsare turning think of nothing
be alert.
That message
schoolsinto grim, short of a suspension from school
was underscored
joyless,unimagi- to make their
by the shooting to
point with the
death of a firstnative cells...
suspended chilgrader in Michigan
dren?
several weeks ago
by a 6-year-old classmate. You
Officials of the conservative
Rutherford Institute, who have
have to pay attention, be alert.
But it is one thing to pay announced plans to challenge
attention, to be alert, to be the suspensions in the courts,
careful, and another to be plain were dead on right when they
said the school district had
damn foolish.

"gone off the deep end" with
this action. This is of a piece
with lunatic applications of
"zero tolerance" that have
flourished in recent years and
resulted in some stupendously
unfair instances of school discipline.
In their concern to protect
children (and, we suspect, to
insulate themselves from political attacks and lawsuits) some
school officials are turning
schools into grim, joyless,
unimaginative cells, as far
removed from what a school
should be as an index finger is
from a gun barrel.
Chill out, folks . Lighten up.
Get a grip. And for the kids'
sake, start using some common
sense.

Earn a Master's of Rehabilitation Counseling
through a nationally ranked, accredited program,
and serve the needs of persons with disabilities.

Academic:Excellence

Rehabilitation Counselor Education
Scholarships available.
For more information, call 435- 797-0449 or visit
the RCE web site at http://www.rce.usu.edu

This commentarywas
distributedby TMS Campus
News Service mediaservices.

www.LocalMarketSpot.com
Visit our website today and enjoy full color ads of used goods for sale. Our
search engine makes it quick and easy for you to find what you are looking
for. You can post an advertisement for your goods and reach your local
market area. Check out Local Events & Happenings sponsored by USU
Athletics & Ellen Eccles Theatre. Enter to win a free vacation and other
prizes! Log on today!

Items are listed by owner and these local comganles:
The car connection
Utah carzz
Valley Motors
Lunt Motors
Saxton Auto Sales
Main Street Motors

cache Honda Yahama
Home Al}aln
Coldwell Banker Property Ml}nt Wllklnson once supply
Wasatch Property Mllmt
sandcastle Travel
RVA Property Mllmt
lntermountaln Stafflntl
wardley GMAC
Kelley Services
The Lol}o Shop

Automobiles • Homes for Sale • Land for Sale • Commercial Buildings & Land for Sale •
Residential Land for Sale • Apartments For Rent • Homes For Rent • Office Furniture &
Equipment• Home furniture & Appliances• Guide To Local Events• Giveaways

What about the kids in this country?

lt'S A fiLd

ROBBYMf.S.SER
/ NorthernArizonaUniversity
It ' s
frustrating
to have to
pick up a
newspaper
everyday
or
read
a b o u t
reports
from organizations such as the
Children's Action Alliance
about the hardships of the
nation 's youth. It seems as
though children in the United
Statesare growing up in worse
conditions than ever. The
divorce rate is more than 50
percent.
And in the state of Arizona
alone, 310,000 children live.in
poverty. Add 60,000 to that
number and you'll have the
number of uninsured chi ldren
there.
With that said, it's time to
send Elian Gonzalez back to
Cuba,. If so many of our own
children are being neglected,
there's work to be done in this
country before the federal government allows another to live
here.
Elian's babysitters in Florida
might have the best intentions,
but there's one thing that
should not be overlooked: kids

belong with their parents.
And while, yes, Cuba is a
communist country, America is
also turning into a terrible
couAtry to raise a .kiid.
Every week in Arizona, 62
babies are born to teen-aged
mothers - many of whom are
abandoned by the men who
fathered their children. At east
Elian's father wants his boy
back and is here in the U.S. to
pick him up.
Everyday, 87 teens drop out
of school in Arizona. At least
Juan Gonzalez has made his
interest in the welfare and education of his child, Elian, publicly known. Juan Gonzalez
has made it clear he's eager to
teach his son about life. About
right and wrong. About how to
grow up and be a man.
And while he's at it, Juan
Gonzalez can also explain to
Elian that the United Statesonly
used him as a political pawn. A
way to show the world that the
United States is better than
Cuba.
The only thing proven in this
case is that the government 1s
very good at trying to look
good by rescuing one child
from an oppressive situation. If
only it made as big a fuss about

the children right in its own
back yard.
Government officials don't
even know if Elian's life was
that bad in-Cuba. All they know ,
was that his mother and 10 others died when their boat capsized. His Miami relatives have
said he doesn't want to go back
to Cuba, and well, is it any surprise that they'd say anything to
keep the boy here?
The answer to this mess is
simple: Elian lost one parent
and he needs to be reunited
with the other. This boy needs
to be raised by the man who
apparently wants to raise him.
He shouldn't be denied that
privilege. Elian will be fine
back in his home country. To
the people of Cuba, he's a
hero.
To us, he's taking up space
in the news for issues that pertain to us.
The only thing they don't
put in the newspapers is every
time Elian goes to the bathroom. But give it time. The
United States needs to send
Elian back. He's not ours.

BeingEDITOR
of THESTATESMAN
hasits ups
anddown.It's notforthe faintof heartor
thosewithqueasystomachs.
\

Applications
are now_beingtakenin TSC319
~ \ forthe positionof Editorin Chiefof TheUtah
Statesman
forWinter/Spring
Semester.
Completed
applications
willbe duein that
sameofficebeforenoon,Friday,April21.
Questions?
797-1757fordetails.

This student commentarywas
distributedby TMS Campus
News Service mediaservices.
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Save$50and rentsummerand fa!I. Closeto
campus
, pnvatebdrm.mgr at Brooklane,
645
East900North#1,752-4824.

#0808,Welder,$7.00/hr
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
#0811,Landscaping,S6.00/hr
Production/Packaging,
JOB
OFFERINGS #0807,
#0797DairyFarmWorker,$6/hr

#0799'.PersonalSalesSponsor,High
#0742,Salesperson,$175/week
#0702,cashler/cafeWorker,
#1061,NightCleanUp,S7/hr
Storageunrts6X12,and12X24fencedw1ocked
#0800,Light Houseworkand Companion,
gate, goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653
For details about off-campusjobs, see the
Neg.
job board at TSC 106 or visit
#0795,Houseparents,
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
Motivated?NeedA SummerJob?
Logan 1984great mountainlocation,2 large
#0791,MechanicalEngineeringTechnician,
Classified
advertising
deadlinesareonework111gInstructor
positions,
providingsupportfor school bedrooms,2 baths, garden tub, large open SummerContractApril 11 throughAugust21, #0482,Custodian,$6.75/hr
NEG.
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wrthAut,sum. 35 HourWeek,
single
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1
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from
campus,
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USUStudents!
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Whyrent whenyou can own YorkshireVillage #0864,Sitter/Nanny,Neg
Buy
and
sell
stuff
for
FREE
payment. Use 797-3359to placephoneads. Nice mobilehome by WillowPark. $26,000
credit
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car #0863,SummerNanny,7.00/hr
at www.nerdstuff.homestead
com
Aa.-ertisers
shouldcarefullyread the classified obo. Call563-1491
#0762,DayCampInstructor,S1~k
garage,first time buyers programavailable. #0862,, Neg.
ad form, TSC 319 The Utah Statesman
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Socials
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More
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Call
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(Serv
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Office
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P.O.Box2000
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FreeGas
USU:Student Employment- ON-CAMPUS
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FreeTelephone
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that has been successfully
markedthroughout
#0831,OfficeSupply,BOE
tC274-91, Applied Music Instructor,
the countrysince1953. This1snota MLMcom•
Certified JC Millennium cut diamonds
. 88
#0844,Life Skills Instructor,
pany. CallToddat 888-523-3557
Negotiable
GREATBARGAIN!S395summer,$1995nextt facets.CallJoelNelsoncollectin SLC801-278• #0840,Cleaning,S7.50/hr
.
#C050-94,UndergraduateTeachingFellow,
schoolyear. Pnvatebedroom• mgr.at Forest 5230 ;,elson@brstate.ut.us
#0839, Working Supervisor/Cleaning,
S5.15/hr
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642.
SS.50/hr
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
#0836,
Salon
and
Spa
Teacher,Negotiable
CampStaff posrtionsavail. At girl ScoutsumReceptlonisVCoordinator,
S6/hr
#C719-95, Undergrad Teaching Fellow••
mer campsin NorthernAl.. CampCounselors, Great studentapartmentrates! Schoolyear/
#0835,Yardworker,$5.15/hr
BE
FLEXIBLE
...
SAVE
SSS
MusicTechnology,$5.15/hr
ProgramSpecialists,RidingCounselorsJune summercontractsavailable. Callfor specials
Europe$249(olw+ taxes)
#0834,Cashier,561hr
#C124-92
, Speech Instructional Assistant,
1· Aug. 8 EOE. Callforapplication1-800-3522· 753-8128.
CHEAP
FARES
WORLDWIDE!!
#0830,
Computer
Sales,
BOE
6133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org
$5.25/hr
Hawa11
S129(Oiw)
#0458,Nanny,561hr
#C208-96,
Tutor,S5.25/hr
MexicoCaribbeanS209(r,1 .. taxes)
#0829,Cashier,BOE
#C532-98
, TechnicalAsslsten1,S5.50/hr
Call800-834
-9192
Lookingfor a placeto live?
#0825,P.T.Cook,S8/hr
#C335-97,
BiologicalTechnician,$5.15/hr
www.4cheapair
com
www.hous1ng101.flet...
EarnS15,000this summer!
#111o,PTGardenWorker,S5.50/hr
#P017-93,
Photographer,BOE
Yourmoveoff campus!
Fastgrowing,Inc.500Companylookingfor
#0833,HouseDirector,
#C263-95,
Model(Art Classes),S8.00/hr
20-30moresa:espeoplefor selectlocations
#0824,InternationalCoordinator,
#C599-98,
ItalianInstructor,
acrossthenation.1stsummeremployee
10826
Customer
Service
Manager,
BOE
A laborof Love- ChildbirthEducationand Pro#C417-00,
Part-timeEventAssistan1,$6-7/hr
averageearnings1999·S15,304I
Lookingfor one girl to sharehousewith three fessionalLabor Support(Doula)Servicescall
t0822'.AdministrativeAssistant in Master #C389-00,
ClericalAssistant,$7.50/hr
EclipseMarketing,
Inc.
others. Privateroomwasherdryer,microwave, Christina245-7771
Scheduling,
#C371-95,
LabTechnician,S6-9/hr
CallToday(800)933-2039(askfor Byron)
fireplace,yard. NP NS ND Summer$135/mo
#0823,Foamand Fill Opera1or,
#C506-97, Administrative Assistant,
+ut1LWinter$200/mo+Ulil. 792-4429or 750&/or
#0198,Delivery,$5.25/hr
$300/mon
WESTYELLOWSTONE
0843
#0773InternetConsuttant,Comm.
#C416-00,Academic Graduate Assls1ant,
Summer10bopportunnies
at MadisonCrossing
Blue WaterScubaof Logan, Logan·sofficial
#0624•,Trainer/lntervener/Compaoion,$7
S7/hr
Stores1nWestYellowstone,
MT for retailsales
air station.We can take careof all yourscuba
(BOE)
#C659-98,
Geol1100SI Leader,S5.50/hr
clerks Mustbe frendly,outgoing
, anddepend· Roomfor boys @ 545 Boulevard
Classes
, NS ND NP needs.Sales, rentals,and instructions.
#0820,
Server,
56/hr
#C64&-98,
usu1300SI Leader,$5.50/hr
able. Full-timeand part-timehoursavailable Greatlocation,upstairsbedroom,pleasantlarge are yearround.you can be cert1t1ed
m Justtwo
#0225,
Youth
Counselor,
S7.50/hr
tC660-98,PHYX1000SI Leader,$5.50/hr
Pleasantatmosphere.
competnivewages,and room, great room mates. $150 per person. weekends! Group rates available For more
#0161,
Donut
Fryer,
S7.00/hr
employeediscounts. ContactAndie,Carol or Availablenow750-5056.
#C589-97,POLS1100SI Leader,$5.50/hr
info.call752-1793.
#0305,YouthCounselor,SS.00/hr
Francesat (406-646-7621'longp1ne@wyellow•
#0819,
Housekeeper,
$5.50/hr
#C309-99,Econ 1500(Econ200)SI Leader,
stone.com
or POBox1330,59758
#0815,Drivers,
$5.50/hr
Ad~t1~mcn1
#0816,Sculptor,$8.00/hr
tC474-97, Telephone Sottware/Techolcal
#0806,Receptionist,$5.15/hr
Support,$6.00/hr
#081O,TeamMember,$5.15/hr
#C059·98,Biology 1110(Micro) SI leader,
01
CtT
A t.
T F:XTRQ....,)(r:;
$5.50/hr
$6000per monthprocessing
govt.mortgagere#C654-98,Biology 1010(sec 2) SI Leader,
fundsfrom home No experience
necessary1· LOANS: Dittcl lender loosens its require- credit' Self-employed? Lale house payments?
$5.50/hr
ments for homeowners who need money Financial problems? Medical bills? IRS liens?
888-649-3435
ext.104
now.
#C653-98, Bio 1010 (sec 1) SI Leader,
Jt doesn'c matter.'
For
All
Your
Insurance
Needs,
Have you ~n turnec down for a loan?
If you arc a homeowner wilh sufficient eq
S5.50/hr
Do you need more lhan $10.000 for any rea- uity. !here's an excellent chance you will
Including Student Health
tC060-98, Biology 2000 (Physl 130) SI
son? Are you paying more than I 0% inter- qualify for a loan- usually wirhin 24 hours.
Leader,$5.50/hr
est on any other Joans or credit cards?
You can find out over the phone-and free
Insurance
#C413-00,TEMPORARY
Project Assistant,
If you arc a homeowner and answered of charge-if you qualify. Stone Castle Home
'yes' lo any of these questions, they can tell Loans ,s Jicensed by lhe Utah Dcpart.-nent of
$8/hr
you over the phone and w1thou1 ol>ligation if Commerce. Open 7 days.
#C415-00,Research& TechnicalAssistant,
you qualify.
Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344
$8/hr
High credil card debt? Less-than-perfect

LlSs...AnS

USU:StudentEmployment• OFF CAMPUS
JOBS

PLEASE NOTE

CARS & TRUCKS

SERVICES

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

~-:::'>w
,,.c_.

JEWELRY

SUMMER JOBS

TRAVEL

Part-Time.

OnCampus

Cutting-edge

Opportunity
for
full-Timeafter Graduation

INSTRUCTION

HiringNowfor
Summer
fall

ApplyOn-line:

www.wizeup.com/rep

FOR SALE

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans

258-5572

CAREER NEWS
http://www.usu.edu/career

STARTEARNINGAFTERTWO WEEKSl!l

$
What would you need to earn
in Seattle to lrve as well as you
could on a $30,000 annual
salary in Salt Lake City?
Stop by Career Services and
pick URa free copy of
"ManagingYour Career"for an
answer and for additional
information.
Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777

TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!
• Earn$30,000
perYear
• NoExperience
Necessary
•. WeWillTrain
You
800.727.5865

··.

~

~

a1cH
simon
TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

800. 72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

m

SUPER
TOUGH
STEEL
BUILDINGS
ATSUPER

FACTORY DISCOUNTS
UP TO

Call today for sizes included
in our year-end SALE!!

Q

1-800/891-6733
L1lMPIA: ► ..

STEEL. BUILDINGS

9

e
lOG -IFll.DRNDTll.DREWelcome to the<M.ormon
BUllD YOUROWN& SAVE!
Mirac(e
asy, Fun, Beautiful & Rewarding!
Pageant
Round Stock Diameters: 2¼", 3", 5", 7", 9" (¾ Round)

SATIERWHITE LoG HOMES
TOLL FREE 1-888-882-4645

FAX(435) 528-5003

June 15-17, 20-24, 2000
"A Testament of Jesus Christ"

'J

·' OFF

e~.425

